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Summary of Lithologic Logging of New and Existing 

Boreholes at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, 

March 1994 to June 1994

ByJeffrey K. Geslin andThomas C. Moyer 

Abstract 

This report summarizes lithologic logging 
of core from boreholes at Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada, conducted from March 1994 to 
June 1994. Units encountered during logging 
include Quaternary-Tertiary alluvium and collu
vium, Tertiary Rainier Mesa Tuff, all units in the 
Tertiary Paintbrush Group, and Tertiary Calico 
Hills Formation. Logging results are presented in 
a table of contact depths for core from unsaturated 
zone neutron (UZN) boreholes and graphic litho
logic logs for core from north ramp geology 
(NRG) boreholes.  

INTRODUCTION 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is being investigated 
as a potential site for a high-level radioactive waste 
repository. This report summarizes the lithologic log
ging of new and existing boreholes at Yucca Mountain 
that was done from March to June 1994, by the Yucca 
Mountain Project Branch of the U.S. Geological Sur
vey (USGS). This logging was undertaken with the 
objective to determine the spatial distribution and char
acteristics of stratigraphic units within the Yucca 
Mountain site area. Stratigraphic data obtained from 

lithologic logging are used in a preliminary three
dimensional lithostrmigraphic model of Yucca Moun
tain. These data also can be integrated into hydrologic 
studies at Yucca Mountain and applied to engineering 
and construction of the Exploratory Studies Facility.  

Lithostratigraphic units identified during logging 
include Quaternary-Tertiary alluvium and colluvium, 
the Tertiary Rainier Mesa Tuff of the Timber Mountain 
Group, all units in the Tertiary Paintbrush Group, and 
the Tertiary Calico Hills Formation. Criteria used to 

identify contacts between these units, and between 
lithostratigraphic units within the Paintbrush Group, 
are discussed in Geslin and others (in press). Strati
graphic nomenclature and lithologic descriptions of 
stratigraphic units in the Tiva Canyon, Yucca Moun
tain, Pah Canyon, and lbpopah Spring Tuffs of the 
Paintbrush Group are from Sawyer and others (in

press) and also are summarized in Buesch and others 
(USGS, written commun., 1994).  

The boreholes logged from March to June 1994 

are listed, with their location and elevation, in table 1.  

Table I also lists the Data Tracking Number (DIN) for 

stratigraphic data from each borehole that have been 

released to the Yucca Mountain Project, submitted to 

the USGS Local Records Center in Denver, Colorado, 

and stored in the Yucca Mountain Project Central 

Records Facility in Las Vegas, Nevada. The locations 

of these boreholes are shown in figure 1. Cores from 

boreholes logged during this study are stored at the 

Yucca Mountain Project Sample Management Facility 
at the Nevada Test Site.  

STUDY METHODS 

Lithostratigraphic units identified in core follow 

the stratigraphic hierarchy and nomenclature for the 

Paintbrush Group defined in Sawyer and others (in 

press) and followed by Buesch and others (USGS writ

ten commun., 1994) (table 2). Th criteria used to iden
tify contacts between stratigraphic units are described 
in Geslin and others (in press). Lithologic logging 

includes either identification of the depths of strati

graphic contacts (herein referred to as type 1 logging) 

or identification of the depths of contacts and detailed 

unit descriptions (herein referred to as type 2 logging).  

The lithostratigraphic units encountered during type I 

and type 2 logging of core from boreholes are s =na

rized in table 3. The results of type I logging are 

reported as tables of contact depths (summarized in 

table 4), whereas the results of type 2 logging are 

reported in graphical form (appendix 1).  

Type I logs were completed for core recovered 
from unsaturated zone neutron (UZN series) boreholes 

(table 4). Core recovered from UZN-series boreholes 

is stored in lexan tubing that limits viewing of the core 

and modifies colors by retaining moisture. Contacts 

that are difficult to identify through lexan or that were 
removed by sampling were confirmed or constrained 

by examination of processed samples at the Hydrologic 
Research Facility or by viewing videotapes of core 
photographed prior to sample removal.  

Abstract I
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Table 1. Location and information for boreholes logged at Yucca Mountain , March 1994 to 

June 1994 

[Northing. eastin, and elevalio data a from EMG&O and wer prided a Infomatioe to the Yucca Mountlas 

Project Northin and easting an bsed ao the Nevada StatwCoonrdin Sydemn Locatio and ele-valo wae in fed.] 

Borehole number Northing Eatrig Elevationl Data -acking number 

Ideatincato of lthoioge contacts (,ty 1 loglng) 

USW UZ-NII 780,.573.93 559,020.93 5,224.0 GS940308314211.010 

USW UZ-NIS 778,090.54 559,551.76 5,109.4 GS940308314211.019 

USW UZ-N16 778,150.80 559.62.98 5,116.6 GS940308314211.019 

USW UZ-N17 778,24.12 559,995.10 5,127.9 GS940308314211.019 

USW UZ-N36 773,899.50 563,582.66 4,642.0 GS940308314211.018 

USW UZ-N38 767,46637 563343AI 4,1489 GS940308314211.011 

UM.2S UZN #63 768,836.54 566,169.39 3,944.1 GS940308314211.017 

USW UZ-N64 765,728.46 559,435.76 4,790.9 GS940308314211.016 
DabeW Ifthologlh ktgig (type 2 huba) 

UB-25 NRO #2C 765,771.68 569,189.76 3,801.2 GS940308314211.012 

UE-25 NRO #21) 765,825.10 569,132.29 3,792.1 GS940308314211.013 

USW NRG-7A 768,879.96 562,984.13 4,207.0 GS940408314211.020

"Type 2 lithologic logs (appendix 1) were created 
for core recovered from north ramp geology (NRG) 
boreholes. These logs use the criteria of Buesch and 

others (USGS, written commun., 1994) to identify the 

welding and crystallization zones in each unit. Accom
panying lithologic unit descriptions include the phe
nocryst content and assemblage; lithophysae content 

and size; pumice content, size, and composition; lithic 

clast content, size, and composition; and matrix color 

and contenL The percentage of phenocrysts, lithic 

clasts, pumice clasts and lithophysae are visually esti

mated using charts included in the Munsell Soil Color 

Charts (Kollmorgen Instruments Corp., 1992). Phe

nocryst, pumice, and Eithic clast types are.identified 
with the aid of a hand lens. Phenocryst, pumice, and 
lithic clast types are identified with the aid of a hand 

lens or binocular microscope. The maximum and min

imum dimensions of pumice, lithic clast, and lithophy

sac (void) sizes are measured along two perpendicular 

axes and recorded as either typical or maximum sizes 

observed. Pumice, lithic clast, and matrix colors are 

determined on dry core using Munsell Color Charts

(Geological Society of America, 1991; Kollmorgen 
Instruments Corp., 1992). Other features of the core, 
including fracture geometry and morphology, fracture 
mineralization, and development and orientation of 
foliation (dip angle measured from horizontal), also are 
recorded and included in unit descriptions.  

CONTINUING LOGGING 

Continued logging in 1994 and 1995 will pro
duce a table of contact depths for boreholes NRG #SA, 
SD-9. SD-10, SD-12, UZ-7A, SRG-l, SRG-2, SRG-3, 

and SRG-4 (depending on drilling progress) that will 
be submitted to the USGS Yucca Mountain Project 
Branch Local Records Center upon completion of drill
ing and following internal review. Graphical lithologic 
logs that summarize detailed logging will be prepared 
for UZ-14, SD-9, SD-12, and UZ-7A (depending on 
drilling progress). These data will be integrated into 
the preliminary three-dimensional lithostratigraphic 
model of Yucca Mountain.

2 Summary of Uthologlo Logging of Hew and Existing Boreholes at Yucca Mountali Nevada, Marc 1994 to JuM 1994
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Table 2. Uthostratigraphlo nomenclature of the Paintbrush Group at Yucca Mountain (from Sawyer 
and others, hi press; Buesch and others, USGS, written commun.. 1994)

Tbef unit "Z- (rpki) 
Pro-Tuff unit "z bedded tuff pbt.) 
Tha Canyon T" (Irpc) 

crystal-dch member (Fpcr) (quartz latite) 
vitrlc zone (rv) 

non- to partially welded sbzone (rv3) 
moderately welded subzoae (rv2) 
vi��p&r subzone (rvl) 

nonlithophysal zone (m) 
subvltrophyre transition subzow (rnl) 
pumice-poor subzone (rn3) 
mixed pumice subzone (W2) 
crystal transition subzone (ml) 

lithophysal zone (id) 
crystal transition subzone (dIl) 

crystal-poor member (Tpcp) (•bigh-silica ityolite) 
upper lithophysal zone (pul) 

sphemlite-rich subzone (piul) 
middle nonlithophysal zone (prn) 

upper subzone (pmn3) 
lithoplfsae-bearing subzoma (4=n2) 
lower subzone (pmnl) 

lower litbophysal zone (pil) 
lower nonlithophysal zone (pin) 

hackly subzone (plnh) 
columnar subzone (pinc) 

spherulitic pumice iterval (pla:3) 
ursillic pumice interval (pnc2) 
vile pumice interval (pinci) 

viic zone (pv) 
vitophyre subzone (pv3) 
moderately welded subzone (pv2) 
non- to partially welded subzone (pvl) 

Pre Tiv Canyon Taff bedded tuff (Tpbt4) 
Yucca Mountain Tuft (Tpy) 
Pre-Yucca Mountain Tbff bedded tuff (Tpbt3) 
Pah Canyon Tuff (Tpp) 
Pre-Pai Canyon Tff bedded tuff (Tpbt2)

Topopah Spring ThE (pTO 
crystal-rich member (Tpr) (quartz lathe) 

vitric zone (iv) 
non- to partially welded subzone (rv3) 
moderately welded subzone (42) 
vitnphyre subzoo (ryl) 

noulithophysal zone (in) 
crysta transition subzon (mlt) 

litbophysal zone (d) 
crystal transition subzone (dil) 

crystal-poor member (Tptp) (high-sim dyolite) 

upper lithophysal zone (pul) 
cavernous lithophysaa subzore (puIZ) 
small ithophysas subzone (pull) 

middle nonlithophysal zone (pmn) 
upper subzone (pmn) 
litbophysae-bearing subzone (pmn2) 
lower subzone (pmnl) 

lower lithophysal zone (pW1) 
lower nonlithophysal zone (pln) 
vitric zone (pv) 

vitmphyroe subzone (pv3) 
moderately welded subzone (pv2) 
non- to partially welded subzone (pvt) 

Pre-Topopak Spring TufE bedded tuff (rpbtl)

4 Summary of Uthologic Logging of Niew wid Existing Bonholee id Yucca Mountain, Nevaa Uar 1994 to Jun 1994
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Table 3. Generallred flthOst f8Ptgrap Of bOrehoes at Aicca MOunrftan, Nevad 

Boehole number

tJz..f11 uz.HIS tiZ.NI 6tZ.N 17 UZJ74436 lIZ-N 38 UZN 963 ti.N 64 NRO 920 WNAG D -717A

II

7- "

RWaine Mena Ttf (rW) 
Pre-Ralnder Mesa Duff bedded taff (rubtI) 
Taff unit ft" (TpkQl 
Pre-fluff unit Ox" bedded tuff CrpbtS) 
The Canyon Taff (Ipe) 

crystal-rlch membei Crper).  
vhtrc 2"n (rv) 
nontlemhphysal zone (i) 
lltwhopiyal zone (ii) 

a or-IX mnember (rpop) 
upper f0thophysel zone (Put) 
middle noulltbopbyua zon (Pmn) 
lower Uitophysal z"One p1 
Iower nonhtithphysa zone (pin) 

"hakymbwnfe (plnh) 
olfumnar subzone (plnc) 

vhirc zone (pv) 
Pro-Thua Canyon Taff bedded tuff Crpbt4) 
YOMc Mounwain Taff crp) 
pro-Yucca Mountain Tifbedded tuff (rpbt3) 
Pah Canyon Tauff (rPP).  
Pro-Pab Canyon Tauff bedded tuff (rpbt2) 
TYPOPS1 SpringTazff TPt) 

- mkihnember (rW) 
vhtic zoe (iv) 

lhhopliyaal zoae (it) 

crystaoornmember (I) 
upper Uftophysal zone (pul) 
middle nonlidqpysa zone (P=) 
lower tihohysl zone (p11) 
lower nOftudhophysld Zone (pin) 
vitric onle(pv) 

PrveTopopsh Spring 7ff bedde tuff Crpbt) 
Caflee Hils Formation CDOe

-r 7

TII T

k
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aT"bi 4. Snm~aaY Of depthe to basal contacts for boreholos at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

I 
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I 
I

USW 138W USW UBW USW 138W UE-25 138W 
UNI1' no anUZNW UZNI1S UZ-N15 UZ -N1G UZ4=1 UZ-N35 UZ443 Urn3 UZ4464 

Alavu~c~alm Qb)1.7 2.3 4.2 2.5 0.9 17.9 4A 1.8 

Itiva Canyon Tuff (1&) S6 

crystal-ric miembur MCCo) 
nuniaffiohysal zone W(6.t19t 16) 

subviluwhyme uzanaitio mubone (ru4)1.1193 6l 

pumiceoor subsoac (rn3) 57.6. 36.5t 47.5 31 
wised -uk .uiboa (in2) 9t 

crysta ftranition subzoas (tat) 

caystal-poor memnbhr Crpcp) 
lower noalithophysad tone (pln)27t5Jt 

hacky SubaomUa. pih) 2.124 
cofwanm smam oPe) 4. 4 

sphcruihlc pumwc 1ntrval (c3) 4M9.14 
aggtllic punuce interal (c2) 25.2t 8.  

ViUWi zoas (pv) 
modeamtely welded subzoae (pv2) 29.7 

now to partially welded Submoe (PVl) 46A 

Bedded tuff Crpb&4) 60.6 

Yucca Mountain Taff! (Tph 98V)6. 0 
Totaldepth 94A 59.9 60.0 59.95.S9 006.  

0SrsiUpbic 7-M rahiiioms Ioo the zzWinencaon defin by Dumbh And odimn (U=S wrin comamu. 1994) AU awwUSUI et 

t he fiat U"i emmacenwdI theQ bmrhole 
ttnhs coaW buiwee" she acy &Wndcouanna sua&=" oj ibm cryW4-oo lowea noIawpbywa rca. is padaional (rei 25A to 373 (.N. U6i un~t I ownwaa by aWlvium at
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APPENDIX 1. GRAPHICAL LITHOLOGIC 
LOGS FOR BOREHOLES AT YUCCA 
MOUNTAIN, NEVADA 

Notes for Graphical Uthologic Logs 

UE-25 NRG #2C 

Core was recovered from the borehole with 
a hollow-stem auger, and includes nonlithifled 
pyroclastic-flow and fall deposits of the Rainier Mesa 
Tuff (Timber Mountain Group), nonlithified bedded 
tuffs that underlie Rainier Mesa Taff, and lithified tuff 
unit "x" (Paintbrush Group).  

UE-25 NRG #2D 

Core that was recovered from the borehole with 
a hollow-stem auger includes nonlithified pyroclastic
flow and fall deposits of the Rainier Mesa Tuff (limber 
Mountain Group), nonlithified bedded tuffs that under
lie Rainier Mesa Tuff, and lithified tiff unit "x" (Paint
brush Group).  

USW NRG-7/TA 

NRG-7 is a vertical hole located at approxi
mately 768,846.20 N; 563,004.90 E that was drilled 
from the surface to 17.0 ft and then abandoned.  
NRG-7A is an adjacent vertical hole located at approx
imately 768,879.96 N; 562,984.13 E that was cored 
from 17.0 to 1513.4 ft (total depth). Samples were col
lected from NRG-7, however, it is not known if these 
samples represent colluvium or bedrock. Therefore, 
surface to 17 ft depth was not included in this log.  
Uthostratigraphic units in the core include the lower 
zones of the Tiva Canyon Tuff, Yucca Mountain Tuff, 
Pah Canyon Tuff, Topopah Spring Tlff, interbedded

nonwelded tuffs of the Paintbrush Group, and the upper 
part of the Calico Hills Formation.  

(V)-ýntacts depths designated with this sym
bol were identified using videotape of the core prior to 
sample removal.  

*-The top of the Topopah Spring Tuff is typi
cally marked by a 2-cm4hick lithic-rich fallout deposit.  
This deposit apparently is represented by an unrecov
ered interval at approximately 280 ft. This depth is 
estimated from stratigraphic relationships in adjacent 
NRG borcholes.  

All Graphical LUthologlc Logs 

Welding Definitions 
Nonwelded = nondeformed pumice, no to slight 
sintering of matrix.  
Partially welded = nondeformed pumice, sintered/ 
incipiently welded matrix (some macroscopic 
porosity).  
Moderately welded = partial deformation of pumice 
(some macroscopic porosity), densely welded matrix 
(no porosity).  

Densely welded = collapsed pumice (no macroscopic 
porosity), densely welded matrix.  

Mineral Notation 

qtz = quartz 
san = sanidine 
plag = plagioclase 
feld = sanidine and plagioclase, undifferentiated 
hbld = hornblende 
cpx = clinopyroxene 
bio = biotite 
(oxy)bio = partially oxidized biotite 
oxybio = completely oxidized biotite

10 Summary of UtholWic Logging of Now and Existing Boreholes at Yucc Mountai n Nevada, arch 19% to June 199



Compiled: 7 March 94
Borehole: UE-25 NRG #2C 
Data Tracking Number GS9403083142 11.012

Zones of welding (W) 

Moderately to Densely 
(o0lithophysag) 

Partially to Moderately 

Non- to Partially 

-J Nonwelded

0
ft.

Zones of crystallizatiOn (C) 
Devitrited / DeviL + vapor-phase mins.  

[ Vitric / Vitric + vapor-phase mins.  

SAltered (a) I to clay (c) / to ZeOIte (z)

Phenocryst content (P) 
greater than 10 percent 

5- 10 percent 

less than 5 percent

Rainier Mesa Tuff (Tmr) 
Nonlithifled pyroTautc.flow deposit: 50.0 .96.4 ft 

Matrix, which changes downward from pale yellowish brown to pinkish white, contains 

distinctive colorless, bubble-wall glass shards. Pumice clasts (10-15 percent) are vltric, colorless.  

light gray. light brown. o brownish orange. Crystals (10-15 percent) include qia, plag, san. and 

bio. Deposit may be lithified above 51.5 ft.  

Bedded Tuff (Tmbtl) 
96.4-113.6ft: Sonlithziedfalout tephra. White. vitri pumice lapilli and volcanic lithic clast 

- Moderately sorted. Litic content is 10-20 percent above 10.$ ftL but less than 2 percent below 

108.5 ft Pumice cbLs are typically less than 3 mm diameter. Grades upward into a light browa 

paleosol (96.4-100.S ft). 113.6-124.O0jb: Nonlahifledpumice-r faUllo'.L Moderately well 

sorted, normally graded. Pumice grades upward from less than 5 mm to less than 3 mm 

diameter. Contains grayish yellow-green lithic clasts. Crystals of feld. qtz, bio. Light brown 

paleosol from 113.6-113.3 ft. 124.0-139.9ft: Nonlithified pyrowlfic-low (?) depaoL Light 

brown with glass shards and white pumice less than 5 Mm. Crystals of feld" qtz. bio. Pumice 

fallout from 139.0 to 139.9 ft. 139.9-150.Lft.: Nonlithfedpyroclamic-flOw (?) deposit.  

= Medium brown with glass shards and 10-20 percent white pumice, most less than 5 mm.  

Crystals of feld. q. bio. Poorly consolidated.  

Tuff Unit "x" (Tpki) (?) 
Lthifled pyroda .ic-flow deposit: 150.1 ft-Total Depth 

Pumice clasts (10-15 percent). white to pale yellowish or greenish (zeolitized?). in a brownish 

gray altered matrix. Volcanic lithic clasts (5-7 percent) are dark gray, dark reddish gray, or 

medium light gray.

APPENM i. GRAPI UThO.OC LOGS FOR BOREHOLES AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN NEVADA 11

no core 

- 50.0

96.4 

113.6 

124.0 

150.1 
150.9 
Total 
Depth

100

200



Compiled: 7 March 94Borehole : UE-25 NRG #2D 
Data Traxcing Number: GS940308314211.013

Zones of crystallization (C)

Moderately to Densely Devinrfied / DeviL + vapor-phase mins.  
(o-11thophys•e) 

Partially to Modealy Vitric/

SNon- to Partially 

fl Nonwelded

SAltered (a) I to clay (c) I to zeolite (z)

Phenocryst content (P) 

Sgreater than 10 percent 

I- e d= 5 percent

38.1

86.0

96.7 

109.8 
112.5

Rainier Mesa Tuff (Tmr) 
Nonlithified pyroclastic-flow deposit: 38.169.8 ft 
MaUt, which changes downward from pale yellowish brown to pinkish white, contains 
distinctive colorless. bubble-wall glass shards. Pumice clasts (10-20 percent) ame vitric. colorless.  
white. light brown, or brownish orange. Crystals (10-15 percent) include qz pilg. san, and bio.  

Bedded Tuff (Tmbtl) 
69.8-86.0fi: Noditl& edfalout tephra. White. vitric pumice lapilli and volcanic litic clasts.  
Modertely sorted. lithic content increases from about 5 percent to about 20 percent upward.  
pumice clasts are lypicaly less than 3 mm diameter. Grades upward into a light brown paleosol 
(6921*74.0 ft). 86.0.96.7p: Nonlithiftd pumice-rich fatouL Moderately well sorted. aornmally 
graded. Pumice grades upward from less than 5 mm to ess than 3 mm diameter. Crystals of 
feld. qtz. bIo. Light brown paleosol from 36.0-91.0 ft. 96.7-112.Sft: Naonfili.edpyroclastic.  
flow (?) dgposi. Light brown with glass shards and white pumice less than 5 am Crystals of 
feld. qtz. bo. Pumice-rich fallout from 109.1 to 112.5 ft 112.5-125.9.ft Ncfllfied 
pyrodastic-flow (?) deposit. Medium brown with glass shards and 10-20 percent white pumice.  
most less than 5mm. Crystals of feld, qtz, bio. Poorly consolidated below 111.0 f.

133.7 *.... re run marker notes Wed material at 127.4 ft.

170.2 -
Total 
Depth

Tuff Unit "x" (Tpld) 
Lithrfedpyrodastic.flow deposit:. 133.7ft-Total Depth 
PumIce clasts (10-15 percent). white to pale yellowish or greenish (zeolitizedT). in a brownish 
gray altered matrix. Volcanic lithic clasts (5-7 percent) am dark gray. dark reddish gray, or 
medium light gray.
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Borehole :USW NRG-7/7A Data Tracking Number. GS940408 3 14211 

Zones of welding (W) Zones of crystallization (C) 

Moderatel o Densly * Devimrfled I Devit. +e vaporphase mini.  

(o-ithophysac) 
Partially to Moderately [ Vitric I Vitric + vapor-phase mins.

.020 Conpiled: 25 Much. 1994 

Phenocryst content 0I) 

agreatr than 10 percent 

E 5 -lO p0cent 

li-, . L_- - . ..

N on- toPartalyE Altered (a) / to day ( I to zeolite W(z) L It". tm 5 u , 

j] Noweded Tiva Canyon Tuff (Tpc)
0 Nonwelded Cry.t;l-goor lower nonlithophysal zone pm(10-7) -43.Mtiisalrd0OWo 

OWI P 17.010 -hkv subzoe t pinh) - Lower contact gradational from 29.0-4..Mnai aerd(OS2t 

I- I ft 0io6a2) gradint downward to pale brown (SYRSIZ). 3-5 percent pumice dlst grY (N4). devitrified and 

no core vapor-phase alftered or sjterulitic. and grayish pink (5R712) and argillic (most lesa than 20mm). 3-4 percent 

17.0 pbenocaysta include felk and bio. Abundant rough, subborizOItAl fractures. Less th I percent lithophyS3e 

above 19.2. 41.O?.6179.7c0 w Subz5(PpLC)" Matrix is light brownish gry (SYR6fl) gradinl downward 

to pinkish gay (7.5=Y111 5.15 percent pumice chats define foliation. gray (NS) to grayish red (5R412) 

41.07 devitrified. locally vapor-phas alterd mostly pink (1R716) and argiwef below 66.3. 3-4 percent pbenocrySts 

of feld and bio. Moderately welded with remnat shard taeure below 59.0. Moderately smooth fractures

590 crystal-poor vitric zone (M ) (69.7.102.7):69.7-79.21a8 mo~dertely welded subwne (pt'2)- Glass 

shards, moderate brown (5y 6) grading downward to dark grayish brown (7,-YRY) in light brown 

- 69.7 (7.5YR614•. partly devit. matix. 10 percent pumice. white (vitric) to pinkish gray (5R72. altered). Welding 

- ecreases dow 7w.2. ... o -.opaial welded •- z, n (pl- Black (NJ) bubble-teturd 

16.2 lass shards in pinkish gray (SYR7/2) to light gray (Ng) vitic to partly deviUrified marz. Mamrix foliation 

decreases downward. 3 percent pumice as above.

.4

= 102.7V) -ý-- `edded tuf (rpbt4) - ftmice-rich fanout,. white (N49) grading upward WnO altered 
106.4 . " brown (SYR6/6) paleosoL Upper and lower contacts are sharp.  

-122.0 Yucca Mountain Tuff(p) 
Matrix grades downward from lighb I(SYR&4) to grayish orange pink (SYR712) to medium light gray 

140 (6- . Glas sh ards ae colorless to black with bubble textu•res. 1-3 Percent pumice clet vi'nc 
-1400 (6-N). Gasssh raogpin.10714.SYR14:very Pale orgriga-10YR812. light 

1-0. (medium gray-N5) to aftered (moderate orange.pik-IORL 5Y18(4: int 

brown-5YR6
14). Less than I Percent phenocryst include feld. Lower contact in nourecovered intervaL 

is CL A pqence of six or seven beds varying from 0.2 to 3.6 ft thick. Distinctive 

Bedded tuff (Tpbt3•)-•it i pumice. and lithic-rich fallout (163.1-165.6)'at 

dp-- 176.1(V) | ost (167.4-172.31. and reworked tuffaceous matei ovelig a Pumice 
_fallout (172.5-176.1).

-204 Pah Canyon Tuff ( grading ad to very pale orange 

(10YRU ). pinkish gray (SYR111). and grayish orange-pink (IOR$32). Phenocrysts include feld. bio. and cpa.  

226.3 Variations in pumice size. amount. and color indicate flow unit breaks at 187.6.204.6±0.3.226.3±1.1. and 

±13. 252.0. Pumice itypically 10 to 50 mm. but up to 200 mm diameter) varies downward: pale yellowish brow.  

(10YR6121. grayish orange (10YR714) with feld: grayish orange and dark yellowish orange (10YR616) with 

feld and bio. dark yellowish orange and moderate yellowish brown (10YR5I4) with fold and bio. grayish pink 

-252.0 (SYR8ll) and white (N1).  

-263.1 Bedded tuff 258.8-263.1- reworked(?). pale orange-brown (10YR712) maffix with white (N9) 

-- 6. BedducrovesCulaJ pumice with crystals of feld and bio. moderate orange-pink 

( b17141 pumice. and lithic clasts of dark gray (N24) glass with crystals of feld

2--- and bio. 263.1-280"- Altered pumice-rich falloul.?). top is mov "a q ',, W, 

. 92.(VI jto moderate pink (10R7/4) and clay-rich.  

-300.4 

Topopah Spring TufO (Tpt) 
Crysta-rich vtrlic zone (rv) (280".300.4): *.see note On cover page 

2800-292.6 non- to panr,,ll welded sukone ( rv3I - Malrix grades downward from light brown (SYRS/6) to 

moderate brown (5YR4/6) and gradually decreases in amount from 70 to 50 percent before decreasing sharply 

to 20 percent at 290. Vitric pumice clests are light gray (NE-Nl). 10-30 percent above 290. 70 percent below 

290. Phenocrysts include feld. (oxy)bio. and cpa.  

292.6-296.2 moderately weldd subzone (rv2)- Deformed. vitric. pumice clasts (80 percent). moderate 

yellowish brown t7.5YR4141 to light gray (N71. Volcanic lithic clasts (15-20 percent) are grayish red (5R412) 

to medium light gray (NO6. commonly with thin opal coating.  

296.2.300.4 vitropkyre sukbne (rvlj - Dark reddish brown (2.5YR312) glass with 2-3 percent grayish black 

IN21. vi'c pumice clasts. 12-15 percent phenocrysts include feld. (oxy)bio. cpx.
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Data Tracking Number: GS940408314211.020 

Borehole :USW NRG-7/7A 

4 -ystal-rih nonlithophysal zone (rn) (W00A-478.2): 
Vapor-phase altered pumice clasts (10-15 percent. locally 5-7 percent) are corroded, mostly less than 30 

mm (up to 45 x greater than 60 mm) above about 380 and mostly greater than 30 mm (up to greater than 

80 -m. width of the core).below. Pumice clasts grayish red (IOR4V2). pale red (10R6/2). white (W.), 

and light gray to very light gray (N7 to NB). Phenocrysts include feld. oxybio. rare cpx. and rare bbld 

(7). Matrix grades downward from brownish gray and moderate brown (5YR4/t and 5YR314) topale 

red (10R62) to pale reddish brown and light brown (10R5/4 and 5YR56/4). Matrix contains white (N9) 

streaks of vapor-phase minerals. Degree of devitrification and vapor-phase mineraliztion increases 

downward, zone of intense vapor-phase mineralization at about 332-360.  

-47.2 Crystal-rkh lithophy•al zone (rd) (4782-S18.4): 

9.5 478.2-4895 crys.r-nch Udhphysaf subwne (d2)- Lithophysae (1-3 percent) up to 42z 37rmm.  

Vapor.phase altered pumice clasts (about 10 percent) are corroded, most less than 40 mm (up to 

greater than 80 mm, width of the core). white to very light gray (N9 to NS) or rarely pale red S518A 
(10R%2). Phenocrysts (10 percent) include feld. oxy bio. and ruae altered cpx. Matrix is light brown 

(5YR5/6) with white (N9) streaks of vapor-phase minerals.  

489.5.51&4 cryqst transition subzone (dl) - Phenocrysts decrease downward from 10 percent to 2

3 percent. and include feld. ozybio, and rare altered cpx. Lithophysae (5 percent at top, 10-15 

percent downward) ar mostly less than 35 mm, (up to 39 x 55 mm). and have very fight gray (NB) 

rims. Pumice clasts (10 percet) most less than 40 mm (up to 24 x greater than 80 mm. width of 

core), ar pale brown (SYRS/2) and white (N9). Matrix is grayish orange-pink (5YR72) to very light 

gray (NB).  
Crystal-poor upper iithophysal zone (pul) ($18.4-768.S): 

Lower contact gradational from 763-780. Lithophysae range from 2-3 percent to 15-25 percet 

mostly greater than 10 percent above about 570. Lithophysam are mostly less than 40mm (up to 60 

600 - mm) above about 570, mostly less than 25 mm (up to 50 nm) below, with pinkish gray (SYRU/I) 

rims. Up tD 25 percent spots in matrix that are pinkish gray (SYRUII). Pumice clasms (5-7 percent at 

top of unit) decrease downward, pumice textures absent below about 610. Pumice dlastsm ar mostly 

less than 30 mm (up to greater than 80 m. width of the core), pale brown (5YR2) to muderate 

brown (SYR4/4). Phenocrysts (2-3 percent) include feld and (oxy)bio. Matrix grades downward 

from grayish orange pink (5YR72) to pale red purple and moderate orange pink (5RP612 and 

IOYR714) to a variable mixture of red purple (SRPS/2) and pale red (10R6/3).  

700

-768Crystal-poor mdddle nonlithophysal zone (pmn) (768-5-877.6): 

768.5-811.6 upper subzone (pm3) - Less than 1 percent lithophysae above 785. Matrix is light 
brown (5YR614) with 1-5 percent pinkish gray (SYRS/I) spots. Phenocrysts (1-2 percent) include 

800 feld and (oxy)bio. Lithic clamts (less than I percent) include very light gray to light brownish gray 
S(N to WYR6/1). most less than 10 mm.
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Data Tracking Number: GS940408314211.020 

Borehole :USW NRG-7/TA 

800
11.6 811.6-5.8$ f. wphysae beaing subZcne (p=n2). 1.3 percent lithophysa, most less than 40 mm (up 

to 47 x 63 mm). with 5-15 mm pinkish gray (5YRS/I) rims. Matrix is light brown (5YR164) with 2-5 

percent pinkish gray (SYR8l1) spots. Phenocrysts (1-2 percent) include feld and (oxy)bio. Les than 1 

percent (locally up to 2 percent) volcanic lithic clasts, very light gray (NS) or light brownish gray 

(SYR6/1). most less than 10 mm.  

-855. 855.8-877.6 lower subonu (pmnl) - Matrix is light brown (5YR6/4) with grayish orange pink to light 

gray (5Y=R72 to N7) sataks and rims on high-angle fracturns. Pbenocrysts (1-2 percent) include feld.  

Less than I percent light gray QM7) volcanic lithic clasts. Less than I percent pumice clasts, pinkish 

877.6 gray (5YR&M1) most less than 15 mm.  

Crystal-poor lower lithophysal zone (p1l) (877.6-1228.5): 

900 - Lower contact is gradational from 1224-1235. Corn is predominantly rubble with large unrecovered 

intervals suggesting lithophysae larger than the core diameter (80 mm) are present. Corn contains 

less than 1-3 percent visible lithopbysae. most less than 25 mm. with grayish orange pink (5YR7/2) 

rims (generally 1-5 mm, wide). Matrix is a variable mixture of light brown (SYRS/4) and pale red 

(5R6/2W). with 10-15 percent grayish orange pink (SYR7T2) spots (up to 35 mm) and rims on 

lithopbysae. Pumice clasts (1-5 percent above about 1150. 5-10 percent between about 1150-1200, 

1-4 percent below about 1200) are pinkish gray (5TSh/) to light brownish gray (SYR6fI) and rarely 

pale yellowish brown (10YR6/2). mostly less than 25 mm (up to 9 x 43 mm). Lithic clasts (1-5 

percent) are mostly very light gray (N1). Phenocrysts (1-2 percent) include feld and rare (oxy)bio.  

1000

1100-

1200 -
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Data Tracking Number. GS940408314211.020
Borehole : USW NRG-7/7A 

1200 

S1228.5 

Crystal-poor lower nonlithophysal zone (pin) (1228.-1414.8l±.6): 

Less than I percent lithophysae above about 1260, most less than 25 mm. Matrix in upper part of 
zone is pale brown (5YRS/4) with grayish orange pink (SYR7J2) vapor-phase streaks, grading 

downward (at about 1320) lo a variable mixture of light brown (5YR6/4) and pale red (5R6/2). then 

grading downward (at about 1380) to a variable mixuire of pale nd (SR6/2)1 grayish orange 
(10YR7/4) and pale yellowish brown (10YR6I2). Pumice clasts comprise 5-7 percent above about 

1270.3-5 percent between about 1270-1340. and 7-10 percent below about 1340. most less than 25 

mm (up to 45 x igreater than 55 mm. width of core) Pumice clasts are devi-ifled. light brownish 
1300 gray to medium fight gray (MYR6/1 to N6) and light brown to pale brown (5YR6/4 to 5YR512) above 

1398. Pumice clasts are vitric, dark gray (N3). devitrified. pale red (5R6l2), or argillic, reddish 
yellow (7.SYR7/S) below 1398. and below 1410 arm vitrci and dark gray (N3). Lithic clasts 

comprise 1-4 percent above 1300. 3-7 percent below 1300. locally as high as 10-15 percent. Lithic 

clasts are very light gray (Ng) and pale red (5R6&2). some contain crystals of feld. most less than 10 
mm above 1300 and most less than 20 mm below 1300 (up to 50 x 150 mm). Phenocrysts (1-2 
percent) include feld and rare (oxy)bio.  

Crystal-poor vitric zone (pv) (1414.8.1.6-1493.6±0.9): 
1414.8±1.6-1457.0 virrophyre subone (pv) - Grayish black (N2) glass with light brown (5YR5/4) 

spherulites. Lithic clasts (5-7 percent near top. 7-10 percent near base) are very light gray (N8) and 

grayish red (10R412). most less than 10 mm (up to I5 x greater than 55 mm. width of core) 
Phenocrysts (1-2 percent) include keid.  
145Z0-1474.6 moderately welded subone (pv2) - Matrix grades downward from a mixture of 
grayish black (N2) and reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6) to pinkish gray (7.5YRII2) with grayish black 

1414.9±1.6 (N2) glass shards. Pumice clasts (10-15 percent) are vitric and grayish black (N2) or grayish orange 
(7.SYR7/4). most less than 30 mm (up to 20 x 51 mm). Lithic clasts (5-7 percent) are very light gray 

(NB), grayish red (IOR412). and grayish brown (5YR4I4). most less than 10 mm. Phenocrysts (1-2 
percent) include feld.  

1474.6-1493.6..9 non- to partially welded subzone (pll) - Matrix is light brown (SYR6/4 to 5Y1M!6) 
with grayish black (N2) glass shards at top to grayish yellow (SYS/4) at base. Pumice dasts (10-20 

1457.0 percent) wre altered and light gray (N7) at top and grayish omange pink (1ORS/2) at base, most less than 
15 mm (up to 46 x greater than 55 m. width of core). Utbic lasts (5-7 percent at top. 10-15 percent 

-1474.6 at base) are grayish black (N2). light brownish gray (SYR6fl). and rarely moderate orange pink 
(10R7/4) and light brown (SYRS/6). most less than 15 mm (up to 48 x 50 mm). Phenocrysts (1-2 
percent) include feld and rare qtz (?) and (oxy)bio.  

Z -1493.0(V) Bedded tuff _JFallout deposit. Pumice clasts (75-85 percent) are white (N9), pinkish 

-- .o-,7 z19-rpbtl) gray (SYRS/) and grayish yellow (SY/4). most less than 5mm. Lithic 

011511.6 c-lasts (15-25 percent) are dark gray (N3) and grayish red (IOR3/2), most 
1513A Total Depth less than 3 mm- Phenocrysts (2-5 percent) include feld, qtm. (oxy)bio.  

Calico Hills Formation (Tac) 
149&310.8-1511.6pyroclasrscflow deposit. Matrix is grayish orange pink (OYR712 to 5YRL'3). Pumice 
clasts (15-20 percent) are grayish yellow to moderate yellow (SY814 to 5Y7/6) or light gray (N7). most less 
than 15 mm (up to 7 x 27 mm). Lithic €lasts (3-5 percent) are dark gray (N3 to N4) or dark reddish brown 
(10R3/4). most less than 5 mm. Phenocrysts (1-3 percent) include feld. qtz. and (oxy)bio.  

l11L6-1513.4(TD)fallout deposit. Inversely graded. Pumice clasts (85-90 percent) are pinkish gray 
(5YRhl1) and grayish yellow to moderate yellow green (5YS14 to 50Y714). most less than 3 mm above 15123 
and less than I mm below. Lithic clasts (7-10 percent) are dark reddish brown to grayish red (10R3/4 to 
5R42). most less than 3 mm above 1512.3 and less than 1 mm below. Phenocrysts (1-3 percent) include feld.  
qtz. and (oxy)bio.  
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Debris-flow deposits in alluvial fans on the west flank 

of the White Mountains, Owens Valley, California, U.S.A.  

I JOHN F. HUBERT 'and ALLAN J. FILIPOV 
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Huhm. J.F and Fhopv. A.J. 19119 Ochnsflow deposts in alluviu fans on the west flank of the White Mountans.  

Ow-ens Vallk. C'alifotua. L S.A Sedmnent. GI..l atr-20-.

i

Sections measured in • •ied channels on tO alluvial fans show that debri-flo, beds. mo•tl% 30-200 On tlhik. wt 

intre Important than trcam-flow dcposits in wonstroc1tion of fans along the west flank of the Whoie Mountains. The 

debris-flow beds have a mzsrauýuponpled fabric with a sands mud maia that comprises about 40% of individual beds.  

Complete gran-sa t•• alyss of It dcbns-ow beds show that they average 50g• aveL 251% sand. 11% ult. and 41; 

dab. Inverse grading at the basc of mist beds is anteT.I.eted as due to a laver ofm - rO

seuu~n.g~hst~t I LM ,~~u~fe cabbie~bls and boulden. Sticks and !92' =biedded in the plugs awe oriented 

paalll wih flow dr"ionS, refleting the lamanar-.itscous" motion oc the plus. In the shear laer• the _averate 

-anchnLation Of disdal daats is subhonzontil. vaning frmr : .to.? in ! Phe _ .l0 y.ct.€ufl. mn the plug%. discoidal 

clasis have.a subho..onL.. fabric with average dip-s of .'-1 Compared to the shear taer. plugs have more scatter an 

.1isl orientation with numerous et•a dipping at W--i0 Lcem along the margins of debnt-flow lobes contain 

concentrations of the larger clasts tn the flows. In the Ie•ewe. discoidal clasts hae an acfage up fklw dip of 21-)1* 

with substantial variabibit in orientation sialar to the plugs M.taximum class size in individual dteris-fkl beds is 

faith yonstant down fan unul the flows spread and thinned on the sandflat at the fan toe, Ctat litholopes show that 

debris flows onrignate on steep slopes underlain bs% granitic and mnctavolanac rocks at high eleations in the canyons. In 

contrast. stream flows obtained mont of their clasts from Wauit slopes on metasedstnentar. rIrlstnear the apices of the 

fans Debris nws atwe generated during intense rainstorms in the sprng 'and summer when landsdcs in the 

watcr-saturated regolith mose down slope. shem, dilsate and by adding water a•e transformed into deris flows • whlch 

then move with s•ulpng lamuna" motion along can~on floorws o the fans. The recurrence ienteal for debris flows is 

ahout 320 •e•ts as evidenced b% "1C dates on plant material buried beneath dchns-lakw beds.

The fault.bounded Owens Valley lies between 

;k1 Sierra Nevada and the White Mountains. The 

e•tical relief from the crest of the White Moun

tans at 3600-4300 m to the floor of the vaile% is I800-2400 m over distances of 1.5-2 km. making 

h.be relief the most precipitous in the southwestern 

urt of the Basin and Range Province (Fig. 1). The 

Aluvial fans along the west side of the White 

41174.17m. 1110 .1103.50 • l49 Ulsever Skience Publishers B V"

Mountains have radii of 5-6 km and mammum 
slopes of 3-10".  
-- The valley climate is semuarid cold desert in the 

Koppen classification. with mean annual precipi

tation of 150 mm at Bishop IBeaty. 1963: Filipov.  

1996). The crest of the White Mountains has a 

cold steppe climate with about 350-500 mm of 

rain-equivalent precipitation. A significant pro

portion of the precipitation in the White Moun

tains is concentrated in a few spring and summer

cv.  
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Fig. 1. Map of the O.wn-n Valle near Bliiso. Californua. bhctamen the c1• of she White Mountaim and the camon,, o~ n " 

flank.

thunderstorms. Although records are limited, the 

heaviest recorded precipitation occurred on July 

19. 1955. when 250 mm of rain fell in two hours at 

the recording station near White Mountain Peak.  

Toda%. the main channels on the alluvial fans at

Willow. Cottonworbd. Lone Tree. and PIuic 

c:-anvons are dry except durinng coudhut." We 

c-u.% local str,:kmcn have conStructcd cJlkh"reIrl 

pols. at the mouths of the can-'ons. fair u0' a 

irrigation. The stockmen sa, that. prevsU"'I%" "
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C Fig 3. A V.iew cast of hlute Mountains and LAoe Tree Canvom fan. Whote Mountain Peak is the highcst peak. Note the 10w of 11" 

1952 debrns fl- scenitc of ph•tos that spilled out of the incrd channel on the Lone Tree (Ianion fan Tho. dchn' fl" " 

tag.ha-colortd beause at has not %et been cowered vwth darli-coloredl %seiation 3 Vse- east up Lone Tree Canson frorn near the lap 

ape% Nott 1he steer slope, on the lpht-cokwed pa•tIic and mi•o'kt|..anic rocks .eat the fan ape% in the lorcira'Unf A" 

dark-coloccd metaedimentiai rocks C Vim.s east of Whole Mountain, and Costonhus-d Canvso fan. sh•,,-in lght.h.coihtd lo': 

debns flow that firmed donstsnpe to the left (jubt atioee ranch hludsni.a Irrigated field- and uanch in hswegrrund are on in,11f*1 a' 

the toe of the fan. D. Vi e , eso dmn the Cotton-rand Canosors fan from fan apes Mtiasedsmentar% rak', crvp out tio, low nrWt 

inghtl and south i1hls of the channel at the fan apes The 19•' dZbn, fno%, 9, the light-colored elongate pattern that esttIflsd d&-e 

the channel of the (an to the undfla. coserecd h% imgated field.

nual melting of the snoA in the mountain-. gener

ated runoff in the main channels, of these fans.  

In the spnng and summer. intense rainstorms 

with a rate of precipitation of more than 50 mm 

per hour have at times generated debins flows. as 

on July 25. 1952. when debris flows -x:curred on 

fans at Milner Creek. Cottonwood Canyon. and 

Lone Tree Canyon iFigs. 2. 31. Other dehns flows 

took place on the fans at Jeffrey Mine Canyon 

IMa,. 19583. WIllo%% Creek Canyon (Junc. 1956.

and MNontgomser Creek Canycon iJul% 30-. I1'51 
and both Straight and Sables canvon. I.1u%-s"m 

1918). The deposits are easil% recognized 'In :i 

ground and in aenal photographs iBeat'.  
19641.  

Bcaty (19631 intei'tewed two stockmen ', 

witne..%cd the 1952 dchns now% on CollonlhsW) 

Canyon fan and Lone Tree Canaon fan The' 

1hb'er•ed that the flow% uere milture. of jndJ" 

mudd% -Awater with supended cothhlc, and hotk"'

A

that moved it 
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3e the tok of the 
v2. dcbris fko is 

from new the fan 
C• e fIWqfOm~d *1 

|Ight-cto'ved 1952 

- are on -andftht at 

3 outato1 tle newie 

thai ticttenb dk-* 

luly .10. 1963L 

.VOnI) %summer.  

v recognized on the 

.raphs IBeaty. 1963.  

two stockmen who 

&tw% on Cottonwood 

Canyon fan. The' 

. mixtures of sand%-

II, 
phat moved in surges down the main channels of 

bie f(am -as fast as a man can Jog trot-. a few 

ikilometes per hour. The surges developed from 

breaching of temporary dams made of debris in 

,be channels and in some cases the flow shifted 

,xiurse out of the channel. The boulders bobbed 

ap and down in the flows accompanied by noises 

likened to -the sound of a thousand freight cars 

bumping together (Beaty. 1963). One of the de

bris flows moved as a **large wave" of admixed 

sohld and fluid material -like ocean breakers-.  

sth lop and bushes tossed about at the leading 
Sedge Bill Symons. personal communication. 19X4,.  

The stockmen noted that the discrete flows moved 

for 45 minutes to an hour. then stopped to be 
followed by high water that continued for 24-48 

hours. depositing mud on their ranches located on 

the iandflats at the toes of the fans.  
In this paper. we describe the stratigraphy ex

posed in incised channels on the fans and the 

p.•sical properties of selected debris-flow beds.  

For each bed. the basal high-shear layer. overlying 
s -ringid plug. and lateral levees are characterized 

by sedimentary structures, grain-size distributions.  
volume of matrix, fabric of discoidal clasts. and 

variation in thickness. These physical properties 

are then interpreted in terms of the Coulomb
viscous model for formation of debris flows lJohn

son. 1970: Johnson and Rodine. 1984). Our objec

five is to contribute to the data-base for modern 

i debris-flow beds in order to help recognize and 

interpret ancient debris nows.  

r*W decription of debris-flow beds 

Inavne gr'4&ini. Most debris-lowv beds in the 

studv area show inverse grading where the largest 
boulders in the bed are excluded from the lower 

05 or so of the bed or up to a thickness of about 
2cm IFig. 4A. Bi. We infer that the lower pan of 

each bed was the basal high-shear layer of the 

moving flow. and the overl.ing ungraded portion 

wa% the semi-rigid. high strength-plug. In almost 

all beds. the largest boulders do not touch the has 

* of the bed. a feature illustrated in the 1952 

i dehris-fow bed at section V on Lone Tree Canyon

tat 

comprises K585 of the thickness of the bed without 

extending into the lower 20 cm.  

Eiogore-lobate shape. Debris-flows move down 

the incised channels on the fans. with the larger 

flows surging over the channel walls to deposit 

lobes on the fan surface. as shown on the fans at 

Willow Creek. Cottonwood Creek. Lone Tree 

Canyon. Jeffrey Mine Canyon. Milner Creek.  

Sabics Canyon. and Straight Canyon fFig. 2).  

Subsequent stream flows in the channel floors 

tend to remove any debris-flow material so that 
the preserved parts of debris-flow deposits are 

mostly elongate lobes on the fan surface.  
Sand." mud maurix. The debns-flow beds have a 

fabric of matrix-supported clasts. with a sandy 

mud matrix that averages about 410i by volume of 

each bed. Stream flows locally have removed the 

matrix from around the clasts at the top of a 

debris-flow bed. In a few cases. these clasts are 

reworked into imbricated matix-free gravel. De.  

bris flows grade transitionally into mudflows as 

the proportion of mud increases.  

Letves of coarse boulders. Levees with a con

centration of the larger clasts in the flow occur 

along the margins and snouts of debns-flow lobes 

IFig. 4C). On two debris-flow lobes on fans at 

Cottonwood Canyon and Willow Creek. the num

ber of clasts with a-a.us larger than 35 cm was 

counted in squares with 2-m sides on the lobe 

surfaces. plotted at the center of each square. and 

contoured gFilipov. 19861. The concentration of 

coarser clasts in the levees is evident on these 
maps.  

Embedded sticks and Iogs. Stacks and logs are 

commonly embedded within debns-fow beds. A 

..ýtacular photograph by Chester Beaty on the 

cover of the October. 1985. issue of Geology shows 

"logs orientated parallel with the paleoflow direc

tion on the upper surface of the debris flow of 

July 8. 1984.bar the apex of the Busher Creek 

%.--tru, Umnceas-t fank of the White Mountains. The 

sticks and logs embedded in the upper surface of 

the 1958 debris-flow bed on Jeffrey Mine Canyon 

fan were mapped to show the paleoflow pattern of 

this debris flow iFilipow. 19861. The long axes of 

the wood are subhorizonnal and tubparallel to the 
elongation of the lobes, without circular patterns 
.IL. .... ---- ..A •- n•••.- Lfl~l'• In• Isho |pýwe
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Fog 4. A. The 195: debris floo at ,•eton IV on Lone rree Cainom fan The flko hbuned some piant dcns on the uper, .ut 0C 

C) the undcr|vinn debris flo #top of metal blade of shlowelo. €cbblke and houlders noccur throughout the 19.4 dcbhno nom except in tOe 

timer 20 crt. Ifonrani %cft grading interpreted at a %hear Uaer eserLiun b% a bcnu-npud plug B %on-crtosnat contact shwifloonu" 

"surfact one third up mi photographi between ntw dcbn,-flow bed, at section IVA on Cottonowod Can-on fan The phoorfrAtt.  

,hopw pan of the thickness of each bed Inmere grading in the k'wef 20 cm of upper flnw i% interpreted a% due to a tu, c of hog 

shear C Concentration o4 tbWclr os margin of the 1.92 dchn, flo on L.n lree C'anson fan D View eas show : -01i 

emehdded in upper surface of a mudflo on Milner Canoon fan

pieces of wood are subparallel to the Flow margin.  
piled up among the boulders. This debris flow was 

selected for mapping because it has a high propor

tion of sand% mud matnx and lacks large boulders 
that otherwtse would interfere with the movement 
of the sticks dunng flow. In general in the intenor 

of flows. wood tends, to pile up behind obstruc
tions with the long axes perpendicular to flo%. for 

eXample behind a large boulder in the flow or a 

pre-flow boulder on the fan surface.  

Non-erotsi base. A dehns-flow bed buries the 
relief of the pre-existing surface with no or minor 

erosion lFig. 4BI. Where a debris fnow traversed

over a debri.-flou bed. the contact tend!- to, I`" 

parucularl. smooth. incined at the slope Of the 

fan surface.  

Projectirm of beoulder.s uhmor the hlem asuf"N'" 
Cobbles and boulders project above the surffcd-, 

of many debris-flo- beds as sketched on the mla

sured sections. Example% are the 1952 debfn'fhl" 

beds, on the fans at Lone Tree Canvon. C"" 

tonw-ood Canyon. and Milner Canyon I Fitgs. 5 91 

Buile.s o1 uar. A fetu of the muddy. thinnier 

dehris-flow beds and mudflou beds have a huhtl' 

texture due to entrapment otf air as a flog msVtd 

across the fan surface.

.4
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Fit 6 Mearured ,riltm' s, the Lnme trre C'an'om fan

sandflats. the commercial gravel pit on Milner 
Creek fan. and road cuts. At each section the 

horizontal distance sketched in the field was 3-.  
m. but the final line drawings show a reduced 

width to retain equal vertical and honrntal scale% 

The major features of each fan are noted in the 
following paragraphs.  

Lone Tree Can.rin fat. Sections iI. Ill. IV and 
V expose only debris-flow beds without stream

flow deposits (Figs. S. 6). In contrast. section I at 

the fan apex. flanked on both sides by crystalline 
rocks. has mostlv stream-flow gravels and sand% 

and only two thin debris-flow beds. The reasom

for this distribution is that debris flows p•., 
nhroulth the relattvel% deep channel at the fan 

apes without overtopping the walls and an% dc, 

hnr.-flow deposits in the channel tend to he suh.•

quently removed bt stream flows.  

The thickest debris-flow bed at section II 14" 

cm from 90 to 137 cm) can be followed down fan 

it, section VII. This flow has steep I-M high 

mariin' and thinned as it spread on the f(1 

%urlace The dcbns-ntfh" bed at 120 cm in .%c.tiot' 

ha% a markedl scoured upper surface.  

In the sandflat at the toe of the fan. sectionl 

has several thin mud layers with dewsscati'ri

A

mudcracks. WV sand lavers. s.  

Interval of sia 

Cotra"Wooo 
this fan are p.  
two most recec 
the lo. area 
Cottonwood C 
As the acliVe & 
fan shifted lat.  
flow beds ini 
debris.flow he 
IVA. The deb 
Section I is c 
decreasing in .  
cm 1.ection VI 
"4%ectmon X).  
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Fos. ?. Ueaiiured •ecmaoe ,• elhe Coiiockwood Caisson tan.

C'.

0% flows pass 
at the fan 

and any de
to be subse-

.u % section 1i 147 

• followed down fan 

as steep 1-m high 
4pread on the fan 

1 120 cm in section I 

surface.  
•f the fan. section X 

s with dessication

mudcracks. Mudcurl chips occur in the overlying 

sand layers. some of which are capped by a thin 

interval of silt that passes up into.a clay drape.  

CottoinamJ Canyun fan. Dchns-flow beds on 

this fan are particularly elongate IFigs. 5. 7). The 

two most recent debris flows deposited matenal in 

the low area along the boundary between the 

Cottonwood Creek fan and the Willow Creek fan.  

As the active channel on the Cottonwood Canyon 

fan shifted laterally. it eroded the elongate debris

flow beds into isolated remnants. such as the 

debns-flow bed from I10 to 195 cm at section 

IVA. The debris-flow bed from 0 to 215 cm in 

section I is continuous down fan for 4.6 kin.  

deureasing in thickness to 95 cm isection V). 62 

cm isection Vill). 50 cm t.ection IXM. and 10 cm 

isection X).  
An organic mat 2-5 cm in thickness lies below 

the 1952 debris-flow bed and leaves and twigs 

were incoporated into the base of the flow. The 

upper portion of this flnow was reworked by stream 

flows into matrix-free gravel at ection II. mea

sured in an isolated "butte" in the middle of the 

active channel. Similar matrix-free gravels derived 

from debris flow%, occur in ,ome of the fans in 

Saline Valley. California iSmooi. 1992).

In section IV at mid-fan. there is a IgO-cm 
sequence of stream-flow deposits of gravel and 

sand together with some graded beds of gravel

sand. Here. as is generally the case. the largest 

stream-flow clasts are smaller than the largest 

clasts in the debris-flows beds at the same section.  

A 3- to 7-4-m lIns of silty clay is exposed for 
several tens of meters at and near section VI. The 

overlying silty sand contains charcoal sampled for 

"C' dating.  
The 1952 debris flow spread as a thin layer 

around bushes and boulders on the sandflat. At 

section X. a pit dug on the sandfiat. the 1952 

debris-flow is relatively fine grained. but still con

tains more than 509 sand and a few cobbles.  

Milner Creek fan. Debns-flow beds comprise 

about 801c of the exposures in the six sections 

l Figs. 8. 9). The thickness of each of the three 
debris-now beds from 0 to 165 cm at section I 
remains fairl. uniform over the 2.7 km down fan 

to section IV where they abruptly thin. A 3- to 

5-cm organic mat underlies the 1952 debris flow.  
A commercial pit for gravel and sand about 

two-thirds of the way down the fan exposes about 

805 stream-lnow plane-bedded gravel and sand 

and 205 dchns-flnw beds i Fig. 10). Crois sections

I
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MILNER CREEK FAN 
, *,,,a -. .., - I I•

of shallow channels are evident in Fig. 10 and 

mnany debris-flow beds survive as erosional rem

itnats. evidently scoured by stream flows. The 

average palcoflow direction for the strcm-flow 

gravels. measured b% vectors for the average orien

tation of small areas of imbricated clasts. was

southwest towards 208'. parallel to the surface 
channels in this part of the fan. There is substan

tial scatter in the palcoflow vectors.  

Sfontiomervt. Creek fan. The section at fan ape" 

"etposes five debris-flow beds separated by organic 

mats: there are no stream-flow deposts 4Fig. 1I).

MILNER GRAVEL QUARRY

Z0o AVERAGE FLOW VECTOR
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The debris flow of 1965 is 90 cm thick. When this 

flow spilled out of the channel, it constructed 

levees about 70 cm thick that confined the flow.  

allowing it to continue down fan for over 2 km.  

Jeffrey Mine Can*on fan. The section has four 

debris-flow beds with minor stream-now gravel 

and sand IFig. 11). The 1958 debris flow trans

ported an array of mining equipment formerly 

w.,d by the Champion Sparkplug Company at 

their andalusite mine located on the steep walls of 

the canyon. This debris now deposited a lobe that 

over a distance of 0.5 km thinned down fan from 

I m twhere it overtopped the channel) to 2 cm.  

Scc.'ions in the sandflat contain cross sections 

if ,hallow palcochannels similar to the active 

channels with longitudinal bars of gravel and sand 

that cross the surface of the sand nat I Fig. 12). The 

paleochannels are filled with gravel and sand in 

plane beds and graded beds. Most of the pebbles 

are imaller than 3 cm. During flooding, the surface

of the sandflat between channels is the locus of 
deposition of plane-bedded sand and muddy sand.  

The undersides of many pebbles in the sandflat 

have calcite crusts precipitated from groundwater 

droplets. Roots and plant fragments in the inter

channel deposits are also commonly calcified.  

Sabies Cana-on fan. This section has four 

debris-flow beds and no stream-flow deposits I Fig.  

I It. Two flows are 1.4 and 1.8 m thick. among the 

thickest in all the fans.  

Strurght Canyon fun. The section near the fan 

apex exposes four debns-flow beds with sub

ordinate stream-flow gravel and sand I Fig. 11 .  

Codw arer Canyon fan. Four debns-flow beds 

comprise 40% of the 5-m section. Atypically. the 

largest clasts in the debns-floh beds are smaller 

than those in the stream-flow gra%els.  

Gunter Creek Canyon fan. This ,ction is a 

faulted exposure of older fan matenal mapped as 

unit A on the facies map IFig. 2). Like the younger
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sections on the fans. it contains interbedded dc

bns-filo and stream-flo* deposits.  
Siaker Cunvon *an. Silver Canyon is at the 

southern end of the stud% area where it drains a 

relatavel. gently sloping area that contrasts with 

the steep front of the White Mountains to the 

north. Three debri.-noa beds occur in the section.  

whuch is at the fan apex. but no meter-size boulders 

are present in the canyon or on the fan.

Texture of the debr.-flno deposits

.t 0
.1 eahidi

/ _ _ a 

/ - ...

Fit 1' Tnanjulu plc of gsavd. mud and sand fra 

sedinmentala la.cm

Grain-size cumulative curves were constructed 

to include the entire range of particles present in 

C the dchns.floi, beds using the following method.  

The volumemnc proportion and size distnbution of 

clasts larger than 1 cm were determined by mca

sunng the sizes of these claus. in the field. A string 

marked in 35-cm intervals was placed along a 

- vertical exposure of the debris-flow bed. Each 

mark fell on a clast larger than I cm. or on smaller

particles arbitrarily defined as matrix. The volume 

percent of clasts larger than 1 cm was determined 

b% counting 100 marks. Each clast was removed 

C" from the outcrop and the long a-axis. intermediate 

7 i-axis. and short c-axis A ere measured hb calipers.  

with the l,-axis used in constructing the cumula

Stive grain-size curve.  

To complete the analysis. approxirmtcl. I kg 

- of matnx was removed from each dehris-flo bed.  

These samples were weighed. wet-sieved to sep

arate silt and cla,., and then dned fir sieve analy

,V h.% quarter-phi screem,. A cumulative curve for 

the sih-cia. fraction was determnued using a Sedi

graph rapid sediment analyv'er. The complete 

cumulative grain-size curve for the dchns-ilow bed 

thus combines field measurement of the clasts 

larger than I cm. sieve data for the 0.062-1000 

mm fraction, and Scdigraph data for the silh-clay.  

The mean. median. standard deviation, skew

ne.ss and kurtosss were calculated using the for

mulas of Folk and Ward 119571 The individual 

cumulative curve% for 62 samples from vanous 

depositional environment% can he seen in Filipov 

I 19M6i1.

the Ih

The roundness of each clast larger than I -m M 
both dchns-flos and stream-flow deposits. -a' 

vIsuall. estimated in the field using a roundness 

chart (Folk. 19741. The lithologý of each clast -a).  

also tabulated. The sphericity Aas computed aW 

the cube root of the quantity: a-axis squared 

divided b. the ,-axis times the b-axis I Folk. 19741

Results

On a trangular plot of gravel. sand. and mud.  

there is a clear separation of the depos•ts of debhn 

flows, fan stream-flows. mudflows. sandflats. and 

colian dunes a Fig. 13a. The 19 debris flows a3 craie 
0)'; gravel. 25'; sand. 115 silt and 4rv cla'. Tht 

10 mudflo-s are mixtures of sand and mud -It 

varying amounts of gravel. The deposits of tht 

.andflats are also mixtures of sand and mud. tbu 

contain more gravel. mmtlt in the channel- tht3 

cross the sandflat%.  
In four debris-floma beds. the grain-size cumula" 

tive curve for the plug is compared to that for lit 

basal shear laver in the same flou Fig. 14-) It 

each flow, the largest clasts in the plug are albiw I 

0 unii coat, •r than in the shear layer. The partP`, 

the curves that correspond to the sand.% 1-' 

matrice. of the flows are similar in both the pluF" 

and shear lavers. Each of the debris flou,- c: 

tamed about 16'% silt and 3-4; cla.3.  

Fig. 15 .hows the envelopes that include all o" 

the cumulative curves for each of the five dela""

A

Fit 14 Gram-mat.  €11, mi the Seati-f 
Ct.%. fhnir than Se

tional environr 
tinctive group 

sorted mixture 
then are fine-sl 

Very platykurtiK 
and less than ! 
except that the
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arget than I cm in 
- depo%3ts w~as 

a roundncs% 

~'each clast was 
Scomputed as 

4Uas squared 

.. 1 Folk. 1974).

Ind. and mud.  
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itnuns environments. The dcbris-flo'as are a disItiflsti' group of polymodal. extremel% poorly 
sorted mixtures of gravel, sand and mud. Also.  
the% ire fine-skewed io strongl% fine-skew~ed and 
vtr% platykurtac. The dcbnis-fow% average -105 silt 

and less than 55 clay. The mudflo'ts are similar 
ece,%,pt that they lack coarse gravel and thus are

99 
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so

GRAVEL 
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finer grained and not as poorly .%irted. The 

!stream-flow fan alluvium is conflsitentttl coarser 
on the average than the debris-fow deposits. al
ihough the largest clasts are about thle same size in 

both types of deposits.  
The cumulative curves for debris-flow~ beds in 

the Ovaens Valley are similar to debris flows in
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GNASPIC STAhDASO DCVIATIOh

Fig it Scatter diagram of mean grain ute and %undard deviatioi of the ,ampie hIrm the live des.hhmamal fIacte

California. New Zealand. the Yukon. and Alaska.  

"except that some of the debris flows in the•e other 

,* areas are finer-grained where the source terranes 

lacked coarse gravel (Sharp and Nobles. 1953: 

- Bull. 1964; Broscoe and Thomson. 1969: Pierson.  

1980. 1981). Many published cumulative curves 

for dcbns-flow deposits are only for the matnx.  

ormitting cobbles and boulders.  

The mean grain sizes and standard deviations 

C of the 59 samples from the five depositional en

c• vronments arc plotted on the scatter diagram of 

Fig. 16. The poor sorting of the 19 debris I'lows is

1 4 

a 
U 
I 
4 
a 
0

shown by the standard deviation. which are all 
larger than 4.5 0. Mudflows are not quite ,, 

poorly sorted and have standard deviations of _-_ 

o: they did not transpon as much nor as coarn 

gravel as the debris flows. The mean prain size of 
9 of the 10 mudflows is in the sand range and o" 

is sandy mud. The fan stream-flow and sandflat 

deposits have standard deviations of about 1-3..  

o. indicating better sorting than the mudflol

The colian sands are fine-grained mnd moderatclh 

vell sorted with standard deviation% of jut ocvr 

0.6 0.

Fti It. Down h.  CnmsnwocMd Cans,

Mean Srair.  the scatter d& 

and sandflat 
strongly fine-s 
silt and clay t 
make up mos 
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e0han sands at 
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hetwcen the f; 
clAst.% run ags' 
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arnd less steep 
S 'ttIonwrod C 
Ia.JO of the 1 
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a Marked decrt
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^ hich are all 
n•'t quite is 

I atons of "..4 
ior as coarse 
grain size or 

,e) ange and one 

and sandfla: 
- about 1-3.5 

ic mudflows.  
d moderately 

of just over

j

C

F14 1.t1 0.'- fan cdhalft- of rh'unJnc... at. anj ,Vhgnctt, 

Lo.-n.4h'fs'J Camnu.n isn

Mean grain size and skewness ire plotted on 
the scatter diagram of Fig. 17. The debns-floi 

and sandflat deposits tend to be fine-skewed to 

strongly fine-skewed, reflecting the admixture of 

silt and clay to the coarser-grainted material that 

make up most of the deposits. The cumulative 

curves of the fan stream-f•l• grasels are fine
skewed due to the presence of a sand "-il. The 

mudflows vary widely from coarse-skewed to sym

metrical to fine-skewed, depending on the prorx)r

tions of mud. sand. and travel iFig. 13). The 
eolian sands are coarse-skewed.  

As a debris-flow bed is followed downi fan in 

measured sections. the average size of the largest 
dasts decreases only slightl%. until the junction 

bemteen the fan and sandflat. Here. the larger 

clasts ran aground and stop moving withan a 

dehns-flow as it spreads and thins on the smoother 
and less steep surface of the sandflat. On the 

Cottonwo•d Canyon fan. the mean size of the 
l-axes of the 10 larget clast. in the debris-fow 

bods remains about 9.0 %m i - 6o.S 9 P from sectilon 
I in the upper fan to section IX in the lower fan. a 

distance of 4.2 km iFig. IS). At section X. there is 

a marked decrcase to 3 cm I - 1.- *d. A similar

.1 5

,,f Ihe larlr glasti on Jehn,•-f. 48W 'Irtam.flc"' dkpe1S. 41

trend is seen on the Lone Tree Canyon fan where 
the debris-flow beds shou a moderate decrease in 

mean size of the b-axes from 12.S cm I - 7.0 0) to 

6.4 cm I -6.0 o) from section I to section VI over 

a distance of 2.2 km IFig. 191. At section X1. there 

is a decrease in size to 3.2 mm i - 1.7 o).  

In contrast to debris-flows, the mean size of the 

10 largest clasts in the stream-flow gravels on the 
Lone Tree Canyon fan and Cotionwood Canyon 

fan decrease in size down fan until near the toes 

of the fans where rather unexpectedly the clasts 

increase in size. On the Lone Tree Canyon fan.  

this increase in mean size is from 3.2 cm I - 3.0 o) 

to 11.1 cm i-6.8 o) between sections VII and 
VIII IFig. 191. There is a smaller increase on the 

Cotionwoxod Canyon ran from 5.6 cm i - 5.8 0) to 

6.4 cm I -6.0 o) between sections VII to IX IFig.  

llt. These unexpected down fan increases seem to 
be due to stream flows exhumiung large clasts from 

the older debris-flow deposits. Support for this 

inference is provided h% dton fan companson of 

the lithologies of clast. Larger than I cm in the 

debris-flow and stream-flow deposits on ihe Cot.  

tonwood Canyon fan as discu.sed later. The pro

po•tiion of felsic meta~olcanic clasts increases in

COTTONWOOD CANYON FAN
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LONE TREE CANYON FAN
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Frx 1fCWn , l% • 'F*I 19 Doin fan changeS of roundnea au•e and sphencRu. ol the laile?' clapts mn dcbn.-flo• and sui~m-flo. deposaib on Lone lug•

Can"ca Iafn

the lower third of the fan. evidently due to re
moval of them from the debris-flow deposits where 

they are abundant.  
The sphericity of clasts larger than I cm in both 

debnrs-floA and stream-flow deposits remains 

fairly constant down fan on the Lone Tree Canyon 
C and Cottonwood Canyon fans. averaging about 

0.5 and 0.4. respectively IFig. 191. Compared to 

stream flows, debris flows carry more granitic and 

- gneissic clasts and fewer metasedimentary clasts.  

as discussed later. The slightly greater sphericit.y 

of the granitic and gneissic clasts produces a 

slightly higher average sphericity of the clasts in 

the debris flows. Similar trends occur on the Cot

tonwood Canyon fan except that the data points 

show more scatter (Fig. 1IS.  

Roundness data suggest that transport in debris 

flows does not produce significant abrasion of the 

clasts larger than I cm. The average roundness of 

clasts in dcbris-flow beds on Cottonwood Canyon 

fan and Lone Tree Canyon fan remains about 

subround (0.51 from near the fan apex to the 

sandflat lFigs. 18. 19). In general. on a specific 

fan. clasts of the same size in stream-flow gravels 

are sligthl. more angular and show more vanabil

ity among measured sections than in dehns-flow

" %
beds. Comparisons of the roundness of clasts of 
the same lithology in stream-flow and debn!..-fIt 
deposits shou no significant differences except 
that granite and gneissic clasts, are slightly mort 
round in the debris-flow beds. Some clasts evi
dently break during transport b. stream flows.  
thereby decreasing the average roundness for a3l 
clasts.

Ca) a-

Clast fabric in debris-flow depoits

Methods Fir 20 Fatmc of 

t 41n.~..,d Cans

The clast fabrics of dehri.-flow beds uere de
terrmned hb measuring the orientationN of thO 

discoidal clasts with a-axes longer than i 011 

Fabncs were measured at 21 locations. includfin 

basal shear layers. seni-rigid plugs. levee, and 

snouts. For comparison. the clast fabric was al.0 

measured in two stream-flow gravels. The stnln 
and dip of the ah-plane of each of 100 di.%-,mda1 

clast. were measured at each locality. Each clapt 

,as completely removed from the sandy mud ma" 

tnx of the dehns-flow to obtain an accurate stV 

and dip and to verify its discoidal shape. TlW 

oh-poles to the plane% were plotted on the hI%-f

hemisphere of 
toured. Each pl 
h'l the vector r.  

a 195 chance o 
orientation.

Arsuihs for ind,

Cumiprlson of s 
The fabrics of i 
"rid plug were
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COTTONWOOO CANYON FAN 
:LAST PAUIRMC iN S5 K11311 3W BED AT TWO S(C1ONS

'AdccO~iw.vs sf Lone Tt"e

s of clasts of 

C .d debris-now 
fences except 
slightly more 

ne clasts esi.  
stream flows.  

idness lor all

0
Basal gnetor 

Fit ", Fshnc of d0wagdjl ;Ii.,,t, sIn %heir zone .tnd -emna-ngd plug oft the 101- Jebhni•-ni Jepoa it %lctiont I AMd IV on 

(Couiv.nwad Cjnoua fan. See sCn for dJcu-mon

beds were de
ations, of the 

r than I Lm.  
ons. including 
;s. leives and 
Abnc was also 

S gravels. The sinke 
:ach of 100 discoidal 
t locality. Each class 
n the sandy mud rna
-,in an accurate strike 

jiscoidal shape. The 

plotted on the lower

hermsphere of a Schrmdt net and computer con

toured. Each plot shows the 955 confidence circle 

for the vector mean. delineating the area that has 

j 9•'t chance of including the true** average pole 

onentation.

! Resulhs .t'r indr 'dual deb,.s.lon- bedt

Comparunn f# shear laivr and plug n the same bed.  

The fabrics of the shear layer and overlying scmu

ngld plug were compared at sections I and IV in

the 1-m debris-flow bed of 1917 on the Cot
tonwood Canyon fan I Fig. 20). In the 20-cm shear 

layer, the discoidal clasts at each of the two sec

tions have average dips of 9* to the northeast and 

southeast. respectivel%.. The poles to the individual 

clasts are clustered jround the means. and the 

955 confidence circles do not include the centers 

of the nets where the onentation is horizontal. As 

these debris flow- -froze". the discoidal clasts 

were inclined in the upflow direction 'with an 

average dip of 9°.

I
I
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Fit :1 Fahnc of dms€codal clasta in hear zone and %mim-npd plug of ; dehn.-rh,% bed at ,ectbon, I and 1% on Lonle Irer t. jn.r 

fan See tcst for discuwon

In the sern-rigid plug of this bed. at the same

sections I and IV. the di.scoidal clasts average a 

subhorizontal position as shown by the two 95% 

confidence circles which touch and include the 

centers of the nets. The average dips of the clasts 

are 10 and 5*. respectively. The clats in the plug 

show more scatter in orientation than do those in 

the shear layer, and many dip at 60-900.  

A similar sampling design compares the fabrics 

of the shear layer and semi-rigid plug of a 1.5- to 

2.5-m debris-flow bed at sections i1 and IV on 

Lone Tree Canyon fan (Fig. 21). The dimcondal 

clasts in the shear layer have average dips of 8 and 

9'. but the 957 confidence circles include the

centers of the nets s.o that the fabric is suhhori7,W
tal. In the plug. the discoidal clasts are aIm% uu'l

horizontal with dips of 7 and 9'. The clasts in t'I 

plug show more %catter in orientation than dJ, 

those in the shear layer.

Comparnion of she plugs. lerees. and snouts of Ah 

debrs-flo•s ofvi 1952 on Cothmwood Carnvtm inJ 

Lone Tree Cunt'on fun.%. The 1932 debris-flo'i t 
on CottonwoWod (.anyon fan is one of onl% It" 

sampling Iocations where the discoidal clasts in 

plug have a statisticallh significant inclination frn' 

horizontal. The inclined fabric is ptorly devcllp'cJ 

a% shown by the 935 confidence circle around the

.A
ax

Fig 2. Faorc cf 
Sft test for discu

mean which alh 
IFig 22,. In co; 
and snout dip t 
the western levi 
xauthwestern sr

1AULE I 
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Fig. Z. Fabric of discoidal c"tas in sem-ntud plug. kwee and snout 0( a lobe Of the 195: dcbns-fNw on Cottonwood Canyon -an.  

See tels for sJocusaon.
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i-s.

Tree C•.a' u iI 

-IUDUIJLiI

"e also sub

"*" :lasts in the 
an than do

and snouls of the 
.ood Ca'wrni and 

-2: dcbns-flow bed 

one of only two 
*cLdal clasts in a 
it inclination from 
poorly developed 
circle around the

mean which almost touches the center of the net 

iFig. 2-). In contrast, the clast fabrics of the lvee 

and snout dip up flow at 29' towards the cast at 

the western levee and 21* to the northeast at the 

iouthwestern snout.

At the two locations in the scmnu-ngd plug of 
the 1952 debris flow on Lone Tree Canyon fan.  

the clasts have a subhorizontal orientation with 

average dips of 10* at location 4 and 6' at 

location S I Figs. 23. 24). In each plot. the 95e¶

TABLE I

Onientatkn parameters for plots of fabrics of dsimdil clasts in debnm-flo beds 

N Mean Mean Mean .Numbcr ange of Range of mean 

dip I I 9ocen- ,, I o Of plots with ,tatabscall% dips I 1 of 

iration slaistsicall% sigfic..ank plots thai laCk a 
,.gmficanl non.hsmuontal s saigti llc•nl| tgiiiC.ni 

irwhined macn inclined mean dip 

mean dip% dips * I 

Plug 1 9, :,9 10.1 zof a - 10).-11.3 4.7.9.1 

Shrear tone .3 . .5 5.8 :,if 5 S.7-. 9 ..0-7.0 

Lwee and kniat 14) -4.0 1.0 99 q %if10 .9

I

I



19b. I
many dipping at 60-90". Discoidal elasts ,vi.  
dently move about as they are earned along in a 

semn-rigid plug. mantaining an average subhon.  

zontal to low-angle orientation. retained as the 

flow -freezes'. In some plots, the poles to the 

discoidal clasts form a rough ellipse oriented with 

its lohg axis perpendicular to the flow direction.  

This feature also is seen in a few plots of the shear 

layer.

Fit 23 Ind&% map of the locations of Iabnc doapamas in a k*b 

of the 195: dcbn, Mm near the ape% of Lone Tree Canon 

fan

confidence circles include the center of the net. At 

the four locations in the levees and two snout 
locations, the clasts on average have statistically 

significant inclined mean dips striking subparallel 

to the flow margins and dipping upflow at anglcs 

from 21 to 31* (Figs. 23. 24).

Summrna of resuhs

Shear layers. The orientation of discoidal clasts 
was measured in the shear layers of debns-flow 

beds at five locations (Table 1). In three plots, the 

fabrics are subhonzontal with the mean dips of 

2-7" and the 959 confidence circles include a 
horizontal orientation. Mean dips of 8.7* and 
9.9 * were statisticall% significant at two localities.  

The concentration factor. k. in these five plots of 

shear layers averages 8.5. whereas the concentra
tion factor averages 2.9 for- the eight localities in 

plugs and 3.0 for ten localities in levees. These 

data show that the clasts in shear layers show less 
scatter in orientation than clasts in plugs and 
levees.

Plugs. In six of eight plug localities, the discoidal 
clasts have subhorizontal fabrics, with mean dips 

of 4.7° and 9.8* and with the centers of the nets 

included in the 955 confidence circles ITable 1).  
Two localities have statistically significant dips of 

10.3' and 13.3*. In each of the eight plugs. the 

clasts show substantial scatter in onentation with

L/t.w. In ten locations in levees along the margim 
and snouts of debris-flow oeds. the discoidal clasts 

have orientations that average a dip of 24' in the 

up flow directions (Table 1) The sample sites are 

eight on the Lone Tree Canyon fan and two on 

the Cottonwood Canyon fan. In nine of the 10 

analyscs, the means are statisticall% significanl 

and 955 confidence circles exclude the centers of 

the nets. Variability in clast orientation is about 

the same in levees as plugs. with the concentration 

factor. k. averaging 2.9 and 3.0. respectively (Ta.  

ble I I. Numerous clasts in the levees dip at angles 

of 60-90* and strike subparallel to flow margins.  

these clast. are visually impressive and tend it 

mask the average lower dip of the clasts.

Stream-flow grarel. The orientations of discoidal 
clasts were measured at two localities. one each in 

the active channels of the fans at Lone Tree 

Canyon and Cottonwood Canyon. As anticipated.  

the clasts have a statistically significant up flo` 

imbrication. averaging 21* and 41. in contrast W( 

the subhonzontal to low-angle imbrication of €l03st 

in the plugs of debris-flow beds.

UtholoLg% of the cldasts

Results Figs. 25 and 26 show the litholot% "f 

clasts larger than I cm in the dehris.floir beds and 

stream-flow gravels on Cottonwood Canyon (20 
and Lone Tree Canyon fan. The data are for the 

upper. middle, and lower thirds of each fan. A 

rather unexpected result is that on each fan the 

debris flows have a different assemblage of cl34" 

than the interbedded stream-flows. On the C("* 

tonwood Canyon fan. the debris flows carred 0 
average of 60't granitic clasts and 65 metacdt"

.?t.
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F%. 25 Lathnicj% of claw, large than I cm in three dehn.-flc" bed, and three strean-fio lu €vclt on Ccms.nwood Canvon fin Tht 

dcbo. flows Carred More grant3c and Ie-a n mtasCdunnsan. Clasts than the stream fsws As diýcussed in the text. dekni. Ik".  

onrprit¢ high in the mountaimn, on steep slopes developed on granitic rocks.

ris 26. Lith.oo v 
tfendb and concluu.

mentar, clasts whereas the stream-flows trans, 

C ported 19'; and 505. respectively. On the Lone 

Tree Canyon fan. the dcbris-flo%% beds contain an 

average of 87 granitic plus metavolcanic clasts 

- and 35 metasedimentar" clasts in contrast to the 

stream-flow gravels which contain 47% and 375.  

respectiveil.

Interpreiauson The aerial distribution of bedrock 
lithologies shown on the geologic map of Fit. 2 

suggests a reaon for the contrasting litholog•c 

assemblage of the cla.ts camed by the debris 

flows and stream flows. The stream flows ob

tained many or their clasts from the talus slope, 

on the meta.edimentary rocks whose distribution 

is restricted to near the apice. of these two fans.  

The numerous granitic and metavolcanic clasts in 

the debris flows came from higher in the moun
tains. The debnrs flows originated on steep moun

tan slopes underlain by granitic and metavolcanic 

bedrock: on the wa% to the fans. the debris flows

entrained metasedimentarN clasts as they passed 
through the area of metasedimentary bedrock.

Accet.on. heax. minermls

Metihod. Accessory heav% minerals were analyZed 

in samples from the sand% mud matrices of 1U 

debris-flow beds, three stream-flow and sandfla' 

sands. and one eolian sand. These sample: 3" 

from the fans at LAne Tree Can.on. J.efre. NSlin 

Canyon. Shbies Canyon. Cottonwood Can'I" 

Milner Creek Canyon. and Straight Canyon ,Fif 

2). The heav•. minerals were separated from the 

isolated fine-sand fraction (2-3 0) by intermitlent 

stirring dunng gravity settling for four hours 30 

tetrabromoethane ms.g. 2.9). The heavy mineral.s 

were cleaned in acetone. dried, and mounted 30 

Canada Balsam. On each slide. 100 grains wCrt 

randomly counted in rnhhon traverses to establi.h 

the ratio of micas: opaques: nonopaques. Th' 

nonopaque count was then continued until l0

nunopaque grait Was repeated. br 
gaans. The grai 
and hypersthen 
and ,or etched s 
Portion of these 
Sample.

Rn-ut,. The he.  Uamples is dora 

Compnse 64W of 
magnetite judgin 

Octahedral form.  

rains 31%. The 
hlende. 161 ; 

lhnozotsite.zoiw 

prnet. 3A tourr 
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they passed nonopaque grains were tabulated. Thus procedure 

bedrock. wa. repeated. bringing the nonopque total to 200 

rairn. The grains of hornblcnde. epidote. augite.  

.nd hYpcrsthene with limonite surface stains 

jndor etched spines were tabulated as a subpro

rere analyzed portion of these four Fe-silicate minerals in each 
3trnCCs Of 13 •ample.

- and sandflat 

samples arc 
SJeffrey Mine 

,od Canyon.  
.anyon t Fig.  
•ed from the 

o) by intermittent 
for four hours in 

Ite heavy minerals 
. and mounted in 

100 grains were 
verses to establish 
nonopaques. The 
ntinued until 100

Results. The heavy-mineral assemblage of the 17 

%ample% is dominated by opaque grains, which 

,.omprise 64,, of the total. The opaques are mostly 

magnetite judging b% magnetic su.septibility and 

uctahedral form. Micas form 51 and nonopaque 

grains 31T. The nonopaques average 355 horn

blende. 16'; andalusite. 131 epidote. 71 

limnzoitsite-zoisite. 75 sphene. 6'1 %taurolite. 41t 

.arnet. 31; tourmaline. 3't zircon. "; ruttle. I'; 

Allimaniie. 117 augite. Il' brookite. and less than 
I'; hypersthene.  

In the 17 samples. 541 of the grains of horn
hlende. epidote. augite. and hypersthene have

limonite surface stains and/or etch spines. The 
proportions of these altered grains are about the 

same in the 13 debris-flow beds (535). three 

stream-nlow and sandflat sands 154%). and in the 

one eolian sand 157%).

Interpretaton. The generalized order of increasing 
stability of heavy minerals during weathering in 

acidic waters is Ii) olivine and pyroxenes. 12) 

amphiholes. (3) sphene and biotite. 14) apatite. 15I 

epidote and garnet. (6) chlontoid and spinel. 17) 

,-taurolite. £8) andalusite. t9) kyanite. 110) tourma

line and sillimanite. and Illi zircon and rutile 

(Morton. 1985). The presence of 355 hornblende 

and 135 epidote grains. about half with limonite 

surface stains and/or etch spinc., shows that 

chemical leaching is of moderate importance in 

the thin regolith on the steep slopes of the White 

Mountains. Mechanical weathering plays an im

ponant role in generating detritus for downslope 

mosement to the tributary and trunk canyons.
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Methods. The less than 2-pm fraction was analyzed 

in 22 samples. including the sandy mud matrix of.  

14 debris-flow beds in nine alluvial fans. In Jeffrey 

Mine Canyon. one sample was collected from the 

regolith and another from a deeply weathered 
boulder. Six samples are mud layers on the sand

flats at Cottonwood Canyon fan and Lone Tree 

Canyon fan.  
The samples were disaggregated and dn sieved 

to 62 pm to obtain the silt and clay. which was 

then treated with a buffered solution of sodium 

acetate of pH 5 to remove carbonate. The silt and 

clay were ultrasonically agitated and washed 

several times with distilled water to remove any 

salts. The less than 2-pm fraction was obtained b% 

- centrfugal sedimentation in distilled water. An 

onented specimen was prepared for X-ray diffrac

tion analysis (XRD) by smearing a paste of 

matenal onto a glass slide. Diffraction patterns 
were obtained for three preparations: air dried.  

- ethylene glyco-saturated. and heated to 5500 C for 

one hour. XRD analyses were run on a Siemens 

X-ray diffractometer using Ni-filtered Cu-K, 

radiation. Scans were run at a goniomcter speed of 

, 2 per minute using a 10 slit and 0.40 receiving 

• slit.

Results. The common clays in the less than 2-pm 

-- fraction of the 22 samples are well crystallized 

iltite. kaolinite. smectite. and mixed-layer smcc

tate-ilbte. The mixed-laver clay has superlattice 

peaks of 32-35 A that appear upon glycolation 

and intensify with heat treatment. Chlorite and 

Fe-chlonte occur in moderate amounts. Detrital 

quartz. K-feldspar. and plagioclase are ubiquitous.

Interpretation. The abundance of snmectite and 

mixed-layer smectite-illite reflects incomplete 

leaching in the regolith. as does the preservation 

of iron-silicate heavy minerals. The less than 4-pm 

clay fraction determnined by Sedigraph analysis 

comprises less than S5 of the debris-flow beds.  

which suggests a low rate of clay production in the 

regolith. Soil development on the flank of the 
While Mountains as inhibited by the cold climate.  

limited precipitation, and steep slopes.

Inspection of the steep slopes of the trunk and 
tributary canyons shows boulder-rich debris per.  

ched on the slopes. This material evidently moves 

downslope mostly by mass wasting. storm runoff.  

and infrequent debris flows. Small debris-floe 

lobes move matenal downslope. particularly above 

tree line.  
Smectite is present to abundant in the debris

flow beds. but occurs mostly in traces in mud 

layers deposited by stream flows on the sandflats.  

Perhaps the coarser-grained clays such as illite.  

kaolinite and mixed-layer clay settle from flood 

waters on the sandflats whereas the finer-gramned 

smectite is preferentially carried beyond the 

sandflats.  

Recurrence interval of debris flows 

Method.t The superposition of debris-flow beds in 

the alluvial fans allows estimation of their recur

rence interval by dating charcoal and wood in the 

older debri,-flow and stream-flow deposits. The 

three samples dated by the "C method lie beneath 

2. 3.4 debris-flow beds on the Cottonwood Canyon 

fan. Milncr Canyon fan. and Jeffrey Mine Canyon 

fan. respectively. The samples were collected in 

the upper pans of the fans because some debris 

flows are too small to reach the distal portions.  

The analyses were run by Kruger Laboratot'

Cambridge. Massachusetts. incorporating a cor
rection for "ýC.  

Results and interpretaton. The recurrence interval 

for debris flows on these fans ms 320 yearsm hascd 

on estimates of 212. 400. and 350 years (Tablc 2) 
The 320-year average is similar to the "V(I-yea 

estimate of Beaty t19 70. 19741 who indirecth 

estimated the recurrence interval. Beaty noted that 

older fan deposits lie on the Bishop Tuff in uP

lifted fault blocks. which implies that fans have 

been building for 700.000 years. the age of the 

Bishop Tuff. Beaty then assumed that the fan-' 
were built mostly by debris flows, each with a 

volume equal to the 1952 debris flow on the 

Cottonwood Canyon fan. Beaty calculated b" 

geometry that a debris flow even 300 years 1 OIJld 
build the fans in 700.000 years.
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Beaty's assumption that debris flows have 

jdominated construction of the fans for the last 

"UO.UtO years may or may not be correct. The fan 

deposits exposed in the fault blocks contain de

bns-flow beds. but their volumetric ratio to 

,tream-flow deposits is lower than in our mia

%ured sections in incised channels of the modern 

i fans. Perhaps the long-range recurrence interval is 

greater than 300 years.

Application' 1o the Coulomb-dircom model for de

bris-lows

On the western flank of the White .Mountains.  

flows occur with a recurrence interval of about 

.:0 years. The lithologies of the clasts in the 

debris flows show that these flows originate on the 

steep slopes developed on granitic and metavol

canic rocks at high elevations on the canyon walls.  

;ohnson and Rahn (19701 Costa 01984). Johnson 

and Rodine t0994) and French i0987) have de

-.cnbed the processes that commonly generate de

bris flows. We infer that in our study area. an 

intense summer rair.storm. with intensities reach

ing 0-100 mm per hour. saturates the regolith. or 

falls on an already snow-melt 4turated regolith.  

producing one or more landslides that move 

dnwnslope. shear, dilate by the addition of water.  

and are transformed into a debris flow. As a 

channelized debris flowi moves along the floor of a 

trunk canyon. it incorporates additional debris.  

Althomgh of infrequent oc-currence. debris flio)s 

are more important than ,tream flows in con

structing the fans on the western flank of the 

White Momuntains IBeaty. 1963).

Debris flaws move by deformation within a 
basal layer of high-shear stress iJohnson. 1970; 

Fisher. 1971: Nailor. 1980). In the debris-flow 

beds we studied, thi s layer after compaction com

prises about 205 of the thickness of the beds. up 

to a maximum of about 20 cm. The larger boulders 

in each flow tend to move up-vard and out of the 

shearing laver. %hich is the weakest part of the 

flow. to produce the inverse grading seen at the 

base of most beds. Discoidal clasts in the shear 

laver tend to have a subborizontal orientation.  

with up flow inclinations of 2-7*. The clasts have 

less scatter in orientation than do clasts in the 

overlying semi-niid plug or in the levees on flow 
margins.  

Above the shearing layer. lower shear stresses 

seldom exceeded th: yield strength of the matrix 

so that the bulk of each debris flow rafted along 

as a semi-rigid, high-strength plug described by 

the Coulomb-viscous model for debris flows 

oJohnson. 1970: Johnson and Rodine. 1984: Pier

son and Costa. 19871. A flow ceases to move when 

the thickness of the plug becomes equal to the 

thickness of the flow due to a decrease in slope 

angle or a drop in excess pore pressure. Maps of 

the onentations of Aticks and logs embedded in 

the debris.-flow beds on the White Mountain fans 

show a flow-parallel pattern that reflects the 

laminar-viscous motion of the plugs Filipov.  

19NlN. The presence of about 405 sandy mud 

matrix in most of these debris-flo beds suggests 

that the strength and buo.ancy of the debris flows 

were largely provided by matrix cohesion, aided 

by frctional resistance tRodine and Johnson.  

1976: Hampton. 1979: Pierson. 1l91). The

Mean 312U



boulders.remained suspended in the flows, many 
projecting above the upper surfaces. The mnamnces 
of the flows evidently could move about some
what. allowing the discoidal clasts to develop the 
observed subhorizontal fabric, with average dips 
of .- 13. but also with substantial scatter in the 
clast onentation. man% dipping at 60-90". In 
some beds. the poles to the discoidal clasts plot as 
an ellipse roughly aligned with its long direction 
perpendicular to the flow direction as predicted b% 
theor% tLindscy. 196%8. The maximum size of the 
cobbles and boulders carried bs an individual 
debris flow remains fairl. constant down fan until 
the nlow thins on the sandfat at the toe of the fan.  

As debris lobes move down slope, lateral levees 

develop from snout materials pushed aside and 
sheared from the flow as the nrgid plug passes by 
"Distinct levees. commonly containing the largest 
clasts in the flow. continue to form until the flow 
stops l Johnson and Rodine. 19P4i. The discoidal 
clasts in the levees of the debris-flow lobes on the 
White Mountain fans have average onentations 
that dip up flow at 21-31* and strike subparallel 
to the flow margins. The scatter in orientation of 
the discoidal clasts is substantial. about the same 
as in the seni-rigid plugs. Where a debris flow 
spilled out of a channel to spread over the low 
relief of the fan surface, the levees have in some 

C cases confined the flow within an artificial chan

nel. allowing the flow to continue down fan for a 
substantial distance.  
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Radiometric Dating vith U- and Th-series Isotopes 
In the Nevada Test Site Region - A Review 

Teh-Lung Ku 
(June1988) 

luttoduction 

This document is a literature reviev of the uranium and thorium 

decay series dating of Quaternary deposits in the Nevada Test Site (NTS), 

Nevada. In evaluating the Yucca Mountain at NTS as a possible suitable site 

for nuciear waste repository, geological age information of the Site is of 

fundamental importance. Our ability and efforts to obtain such information 

have yet to be strengthened. There is a general dearth of both the material 

Co, and the methods available for absolute dating in continental settings. The 

methods involving the U- and Th-series isotopic disequilibrium relationships 

can be looked upon as among the most promising. In the meantime, 

eO however, one recognizes their being in the evolving stage. requiring further 
CO research to be carried OUL 

In the following. I will first present the principles of the U/Th dating 

methods applicable to the NfIS material, pointing out thear merits, 
shortcomings, and assumptions involved. I will then review the quality of 

IJ the data obtained to date and suggest future work for possible improvement.  

The Methods 

The disequilibrium relationships among 23eTh-u4U-2UU are used In 

two basically different ways to exurac t e age, or time of sedimentation. for 

a deposit at NTS. They can be referred to as the closed-system and the 

open-system approaches. The former approach is used conventionally in the 
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U-series daftn by toing the extent of daughter I toward secular 
equilibrium with Its Iog-lived radioactive parent (Cu, 1976). It applies 
mostly to authienically precipitated carbonate deposits. The latter 
approach is embodied in a method called uranium-trend dating (Rosholt, 
1980). In this method, the age of a deposit is derived fr6m the time
dependence of isotopic distribution In the deposit through which a solution 
(soil water or groundwater) carrying the isotopes has moved. Such a deposit 
can be largely detrit sediments of alluvia, glaciaL and eollin origin, among 

others.  

Closed System Daltin - The rnventionaif U-Series Methods 
It is well known that uranium is much more soluble than thorium in 

natural solutions. So minerals like calcium carbonate or silica precipitated 
from such solutions usually contain a few ppm of uranium but virtually no 
thorium. Subsequent to their formation. if the minerals act as a dosed 
system with respect to U and Th isoopes. the age (t) of the minerals can be 
derived from the folowiMn radioactive growth and decay equation: 

230Th - z3UI1 - exp(-L~t)3, (2341) = 3 UKU)( /14 -t14)l [I- erp(L~t -14.t~l ( I) 

where )4 and 14 are decay onstants of WT and 234U. respectively, and the 
notation for nudides ref ers to their specific activities (dpm/g). The last term 
of the above equation amounts for the effect of the excess 23 U over 23U 
generally found in natural waters. The unknown. t, can be solved iteratively 
or estimated from a graphic solution as shown in Fig. I. The maximum age 
dateable using this method is about 350.000 years. This technique has been 
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used for dating a vide variety of pure carbonate material such as corls and 
mollusks.  

In applying this technique to material from the terrestrilj 

environments in general and from the NTS ret in particular, two problems 

have to be overcome. First. the samples selected for dating must meet the 

losed system requiremenL In the absence of independent cross-checks o( 

age results, the criteria for the sample selecton usually call for dense.  

compact material devoid.oc leaching and repredpitltion features (Ku et &L 

1979). For carbonate precipittes at NTS. in approximate, generalized order 

tc reliability might ber. cakite crystals or veins - dense pebble coating from 

4Cca sod horizon - travertine) cakrete - tufaceous travertine 3 caliche 
" { nodules - soil caliche (Knauss. 1981). Secondary silka deposits (opal or opal 
C"! 

t euhedral quartz) have also been shown to approximate a closed-system 

for U and its daughters (Ludwig et &L, 1980: Knauss. 1981; Szabo and 

OMalley, 1985).  

The second problem is detrital 230Th contamination, for terrestrial 

~' I carbonates are seldom pure and contain detrital minerals (mostly alumino
S~~sieltes or 'clxy') of s~hicantly older 2ge. There hsve been several 

publications dealing with measures to eliminate or correct the detrital 

J contmination effect. A summary paper was published by Ku and Liang 

(1984). Usually the approach consists of a combined chemical leach and 

I numerical or graphical correction procedure. The procedure that has been 

used in the NTS studies (#.S Knauss, 1981; Szabo et L 1981) is the one 

originall reported by Rohoft (1976) and Szabo and Sterr (1978). It entails 

Idilute add leahing ci the impure carbonate sample, followed by 

radioohemical analysis of both the leachate and the residue. Under the 

Sassumption that the acdd leaching step does not fractionate the U and Th 
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isotopes, the 23CTh/2S4U and 2U4UA3U ratios of the pure carbonate phase in 

the sample can be obtained from the slopes of 23OTh/ 232Th vs. 234U/232Th 

and 234U/232Th vs. 23&U/2TUh plots for the Jeachate-residue pairs, 

respectively. An example of the plots is shown in Fig. 2 for a clicke sample 

from a unit that is cut by the Yua F&Wt at NTS (KMj us, 1981). The age of 

the sample calculated from the 23OTh/234U and 231U/238U ratios using a re

arranged Equation (1) is 108 y.  

There is coe aspect in regards to this second problem to be noted.  

That is. even if no attempt at corrtection for detritsal cotamination is made.  

o1 or if doubts arises as to the orrection procedures used. data on 23OT'i 234U 

04I and 238U in the whole sample (carbonate plus detrital 'day) should give an 

Hmit age estimate. which in some cases should sti be or vaJue. Thus 

Sin 

the use of the conventional U-series dating of carbon ate and silica 

material, the key requirement is sample acting as a dosed system in a 

CO geochemical sense, as the heading of this section denotes.  

Ooen System Datiin - The Uranium Trend Method 

0 An "unconventioola" method has been devised to date fine-grained 
CI sediments such as alluvial/cowuvial deposits and soils of Quaternary age 

using the U-series isotopes. It is unconventiona in the sense that. unlike all 

the age dating methods which require enclosure of radioisotopes in a sample 

to be dated, this so-called "uranium-trend dati1g method" determines the 

age by modelling the behavior and distribution of is.topes in the sample 

which acts as an open system for the isotopes. A preliminary model for U

trend dating was presented by Roshott (1980) and Szabo and Roshott (1982).  

which was revised later by Rosholt (1985). This dating technique has been 

applied rather extensively at NTS (Roshott et a., 1985; Shroba et at. 1988).  

4 4
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The principles of U-trend datin are briefly summarized below, Poe 
more details, referred to RohM0ot (1985) and Muhs et al (1987). The U-trend 
dock staruts vith the imnepto Ot wrater movement through sediment or soil 
the timing of wVhch may coincide vith the Initatho of sediment de roitn 

or soil development, This water =ntains Some uranium (233U) which decays 
to 2-"U and 2'Th. These daughter nucdhs ar, adsorbed or driven into (via 

Rapha-decay recoil mechanism) sediment grains. This daughter emplacement 
Process results in solids having 234U/2U and 23OTh/238U activity ratios 
higher than the secular equilibrium ratIo of unity. At the same time. a 

M counter process takes place by which 23NU produced by decay cr 23&u 
c4 "sructually incorporated sediment grains Is preferentially released from 

the sediment via leaching and alpha-recoiL This 23,U displacement process 
is responsible for the videly known phenomenon that natural waters often 
exhibit 2•U/ 2•U activity ratios of cl.00. Acceding to Rosbolt (1985). in 
arid or semiarid environments, emplacement of 23U and 23oTh is the 

O :dominant process initially. With time. continuous exposure of leachable 234U 
site' to percolating water results in eventual dominaton aof the displacement 

process.  

The essence of the uranium-trend method Is thus a model which 
describes te Migration of uranium in a solld-fluid matrix through time, 
leaving in its wake a trail of daughter products such that the distributions of 
the isotopes involved (M, 2U. and M3Th) are modelled In terms of the 
above-mentioned parameters of daughter emplacement and 234U 
displacement,.and uranium-flux facto,. This litter parameter is related to 
the flux of mobile uranium through a deposit, assumed to decrease 
exponentially with time. Emplacement by recoil-adsorption processes is a 
function of the concentrations of dissolved uranium and of the sorptive
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properties on the solids. Displacement by recoil-leaching is controlled by the 

concentrations of uranium in the solid phase and by the solubility of 

uranium in the leachate. The uranium-flu: factor depends on the quantity 

of water migrating through a deposit and the concentration of uranium in 

this water relative to that in the solid phase. All these parameters should 

vary from deposit to deposit and are unknown. They also are not amenable 

to rigorous mathematical description. To circumvent these difficulties, U

trend dating writes eM•iricI model equations expressing 234U - 2.U and 

230Th- M4U as a function of sample age t and U-flux factor F(O), the latter is 

expressed as "decay' constant I4* - In 2/half period of F(O)J from the 

~ assumed exponential decrease of F(O). As shown in Fig. 3. by plotting (234U 

to 233U)/2uU vs. (23-U - 23Th)/ 23 &U for a suite of samples of the same age (i.e..  

0 from a given unit), the age t can be determined from the slope of the plot j[ 

I*. or half aeriod of O:) for the unit 1i 2nown To assign I* for a given 

suite of samples, the method again uses the empirical approach of getting a 

c. relationship between the halg period of F(O) and the x-intercept in a (234U 

to 233U)/2-3U vs. (238U - 23*Th.)/23SU plot for suites of samples of known age. as 

C shown by Fig. 4. The half period of F(O) for a sample of known age is 

0% calculated from the empirical equations of 234U - 23MU and 2WTh - 234U. botsh 

are function of t and 12 only, as mentioned. Depending on the half period of 

F(O), or U.. as shown in the example of Fig. 5, the U-trend dating applies to 

samples with ages ranging approximately from 10 to 800 thousand years.  

Merits aad Demerlts of the Tvo Approaches 

The dosed-system approach requires that the sample acts as a closed 

system with respect to isotopic exchange with the Its surroundings. If this 

requirement is fulfilled, procedures and assumptions used in deriving age
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information are much more stra•igt-forvard and easier to be substahtiated 

than those used in the open-system approach On the other hand, the 
conventional closed-system U-serks dating to NTS has the following 

limitations: 

(1) It is tenerally limited to dating carbonate and perhaps silica 

deposits, the ages of which may not be close to those Of geomorphic surf aces 

or of neotectotic events in the arem.  

(2) The maximum age dateable is limited to 330 thousand years.  

(3) There are no weU-established criteria for sample screening to 

n I ensure cdosed system.  

c%1 The uranium-trend method is potentially applicable to a wide variety 

of material including soil. alluvial, lacustrine, marine. eollan. and glacial 
o: ; deposits (Rosholt, 1985). It applies to a relatively Large age range (10-800 

ky, though more sensitive in the range of 60-600 iy,). However. at this stage 

of development C the method, it can still be considered as experimental, in 

view of the following major points of concern 

(1) An important component of this empirical model is the uranium 

C flux. F(O). This factor should be related to the concentration and amount of 

C1% uranium moving through a deposit, which is a function of climate and 

J sediment lithology/compaction. The time variation of this function has to be 

very complex. The adopted function of a simple exponential decay with time 

j for the uranium flux is certainly an oversimplified one. not to mention the 

possibility of being inaxrect in certain cases. For example, to what extent 

Ithe uranium-flux in the NTS area could be affected by the pluvial climate 

J during the last glaciation in the western US.? 

(2) As far as age assignment by the U-trend technique is concerned.  

! I the empirical relationship ot Fg 4 forms a key element to that assignment.
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Yet there exists room for darificatton or improvement of that relationship.  

First its physical meanng Is by no means dlear, so is the significance of the 

coordinate xi of the plot. The latter question becomes an even more 

pertinent one to be clarified vhen one notes that the algebraic sign of ji is of 

no consequences. that is. the plot only takes positive values whereas xi's for 

the data points delineating the curve have both positive and negative values.  

Here. one assumes spia"i the existence of a symmetrical relationship 

between half period U flux and degree o 23OTh- 233U disequilibrium.  

Whether this relationship holds in theory or empirically remains an open 

question. Second. although the curve in Fig. 4 is defined bj 10 data points, 

Cz only (ourf the points (units 3. 8. I I and 12) represent samples 

independently dated by 14C K-Ar or fission track and thus can be 
CN considered as primary calibration calibration points. (It should be noted that 

unit 12. Tuff B of Lake Tecopa. was considered to be the distal facies of the 

cD Bishop Tuff. and thus was dated indirectly.) The remaining six calibration 

wo points are of secondary nature. The ages of these six samples are assessed 

€17 by local correlation (Rosholt et al 1985b: J.N. Rosholt, pers. comm.. 1988) 

only, and their accuracies, hence uncertainties in their half period F(O) 

estimates. are difficult to determine. Thus, It is reasonable to view the Fig. 4 

relationship as being preliminary, pending further refine ment.  

(3) There is the *ensit problem of how well one is able to 

resolve or determine ags from the analytical data. A naw fit of the data 

displayed in plots like Fig•3 give intercept tj and slope m: both of these 

parameters are needed in calculatin the age of the sample. The 

uncertainties attached to these parameters depend on how well the linearity 

is defined. Data such as those shown in Fig. 6 for two of the samples from 

NTS obviously will impart considerable uncertainty to the estimation of zi

8
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and m. hence to their age assignment. It should also be pointed out that 

even if error in xi Is smaLl the corresponding estimate for half period of O)(0 

could still be large because of the preliminary nature Of the empirical 

relationship shown in FPig 4. mentioned above. According to the present 
relationship, an uncertainty of 100% in half period of F(O) may cause an 

error of the order of 50% in age (J.N. Rosholt. pert. comm.. 1988. also dC. Fig. 5 

of Rosholt. 1985).  

Currnt Data 

Uranium-trending dating has been reported for 40 suit* of samples 

V4 from the Nevada Test Site (Roshott at aL, 19852a Shroba et al, 1988). Each 

suite consists of 4 to 12 samples from a stratlgraphic unit or section. Eight of 
CV the suites have been analyzed in two different size fractions (denoted as m 

and f). By inspection of the goodness of the linear fits for the 4 to 12 data 

points of each suite In a (234U - 2MU)/2I3U vs. (233U. -23Th)/23&U plot such 

as shown in Fig. 4. one gets some Idea as to how good the deter mnation of 

the age for a given unit is. The following list is an evaluatioa of the data at 

Shand. Very qualitativety, category A includes suite of samples giving 

sufficiently well defmed slopes and i-intercepts in the (234U - 23U)/23#U vs.  

J (MU - 23OTh)/ 23$U plots such that their ages will have 10-20% errors.  

Category C. on the other hand, are those units with "clustered" data arrays.  

Scausing age estimatIons with large uncertainties of )I00%, if not impossible.  

The in-between category B will have age uncertainties of -50%.  

Category A: P2. RVI-AD. RVI-EI, RVI"-PU. RVI-VZ. TSV-307, S9.  

SCR TSV396 (m and f).C 1. C2 (m and f), YM2U (m and f).  

YM2L (m and f). YMI3U (m and f),YM13L (m and f). YMI4B.  

J YM I 4U. CQB. deposit F 
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Category B: RV2-U. RV2oL. JD..Yld 4M. YMI4L. S3. deposit 1Ca .ory C- SFF. FP;G Sl. F3. RVI-.JQ Q2E-, Q2S. SC (M, aod t). SCF2 
(M and I). SCF3. C6. PA. Deposit C. deposit D.  

The conventonl uranium-serdes dating carried out thus far 
at NTS (n.u*, 19 81:Szaboet aL 19 8 1:Szabo and Kyw. 1985.Sza•b and Oaley. 19 85:Shroba et a, 1988)- while showing its value in Contributing 
to the feochronoogy Of the region. hW pointed zo the need for further systematic sampling and measuremennL Because of the method's reliance on the closed-system assumptio consistency of age data based on multiple 
anlye an field relationships is of utmost import&n=. By nulttipj3 
analyses is meant the use of different methodologies on the same sample or on different material from the same stratigraphi unit. They have yet to be 
performed in a consistent manner.  

SuggestiJon for Future Work SFuture 
,eochronologicaj work with U-series isotopes at NTS should C, strive for cnsistency check, Both internal and ezternaj consistencese should 

be soUght. The internal check refers to (I) reproducibility of results obtained on a single sample and (2) ages obtained for a group of samples are consistent with their relative stratigrapzicc positions; in both cases, the same dating technique is employed. The external consistency refers to crosschedks made with diffeient age dating methods on a given sample or on 
samples In the time depositional unit.  

Thm uranum-trend datin n~oe approach2. Models a&Ways involvemassumipilois. and some of~the assumptions used by the U-trend method astkchas the exponential uranium fluxes) are difficult to verify.  Furthermore, the method completely relies on empirical data for calibration.
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and the quality and appropriateness of such data become very crucial and at 

this time still need refinement. As it stands. while having an encouraging 

start (thanks to the efforts of Rosholt and his associates), the method can be 

looked upon as In the evolving stage. For these considerations, it is 

suggested that the conventional closed-system dating should be emphasized 

in future geochronological work at NTS. with priority being placed on 

samples of pure carbonate (i.e. calcite veins) and/or opal deposits.  

Preliminary studies made on dating secondary silica (opal) material from the 

"regmion using uranium-series disequilibrium have obtained encouraging 

o- I results (Knauss. 1981: Szabo and Kyser. 1985). These include hsh U/Th 

Ci% ratio and equilibrium 2U3U-MU-23OTh relationship in the samples studied.  

suggesting that opal fulfills initial conditions and dosed- system 

C11 requirements for U-series dating. In the NTS area, waters obtain silica from 

the hydrolysis and dissolution of glass contained in tuffaceous deposits 

which can be a source of uranium when they are vitrified (Rosholt et al..  

1971; Zieliiki., 1978). Further work on the dating of Quaternary secondary 

silica is warranted. Because opal contains much higher uranium 

0 concentration than carbonates in the area, it is possible that the age signal 

for the silica precipitates will be preserved even if the analyzed opal is not 

pure.  J 
In the dating of secondary calcium carbonate such as pedogenic 

1 precipitates, the strategy should be to select (even though extremely 

painstaking efforts may be required) samples containing as little detritaJ 

silicate Impurities as possible, so as to avoid the detrital 230Th correction 

Jroutine. The correctio, if unavoidable, requires little or no fractionation of 

Th and U isotopes in the acid leaching procedure, which can be best checked 

Sby either replicate analyses or successive leaching (see Ku and Liaing. 1984).  
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In order to establish for the uranium-trend dating a stronge footing 
than it has had. it is suggested that the empirical curve of Fig. 4 should be 

verified by addition or calibration points with truly independently dated 
samples. The U-trend plot should show well-defined linearity. Muos et al 
(1987) have suggested a linear correlation coefficient of at least 0.7. with a 

confidence level of at least 90%. These are reasonable criteria for data 
acceptance. In this context, the following words of caution are noteworthy 

(Muhs et al, 1987T 0- a complex geological history can result in an 

inaccurate U-trend age even when a U-trend plot shows reasonable linearity.  
For example, the lower part of a deposit to be dated might experience little 

C: 
or no interaction with U-bearing water during its history. At some later 

time. however, the upper part of the deposit is removed by erosion and the 
€-' lower part begins to experience interaction with U-bearing water. The U

trend age will reflect the time of sediment/vater interaction, not the original 

time of sediment deposition. This is a condition that can be assessed only by 

CD geological evidence and/or independent age control, because the deposit may 

M% yield well-defined Th-index and U-trend plots.' 

C) The above quote touches on two important aspects. One aspect points 
o-, to the difficulties one might face in attempting to model a natural system 

which often has too many variables. The other aspect points out the fact 

that the ultimate cross-check for reliability is comparison with ages obtained 

by independent means. In this regard, Rosholt and Szabo (1982) have 

reporud agreement between U-trend ages of US. Atlantic coastal sediments 

and conventional 23•Th/ 2MU ages of corals from the same sediments.  

Rosholt et al. (1986) and Machette et a. (1986) also reported U-trend-ages 

for terrace alluvium along the Colorado River in Grand Canyon National Park 

which are in agreement with the depositional sequence of the terraces.

12



However. these reports are In abstract form. acking formal documentaiiom 

More recenuy. Mubs et I (1987) have attempted similArC omparIso studies 

on terrace deposits in Pilo Verdes Hhls and San Mcolas Island. California.  

We anticipate continuous progress made toward the improvement of the U

trend method. This is important, for there is a lack of means to determine 

the deposition time of nfi*-Sraned sediments o Quaternary age.  
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Fig. 1. Graphic solution foT Eq. (1). The nezr-vertical curves are isichrons.  

The near horizontal lines are rrowth cuwves along which czrt.onates with 

initial U-234/U-23S ratios of 1.S, 2.0 and 2.5 would evolve -with time.  

The error bars shown at lower ritht cozner are for a typ.ical analysis.
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Fig. 4. Empirically derived curve for detetrination of F(O) 
frm x-intercept value. The primary calibration 
points are 3 3, 11, and 12; the remainder are 
"secondary" calibration points. Knowing F(O) and 
slope of plots as shown in Fig. 3. the age of the 
deposit to be dated can be ascertained froa plots 
such as Fig. S.
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Plots of FFPI unit. sell" %&Rd in, Frowgncma flt Tracn.  
rho. uppermot &awpls. 0. Is not Incluaded to 9-Umiid 
Slops beckuse it my cousala smatrial fras Overlying doixsit.

Ll -to -L4 -4.2 I LZ 

Plots of USI ut. alluvimlate. Preacaan fat Trewhi.  
rhe ivpervolt tample. 0. IS not Inlcluded IN th~e U-tread 
slog becams it may costats MateYial from the OWSriyIat.  
domeit.

Fig. 6. Two examples of the U-trend plots for samples 
from N4TS showing ill-defined slope and x-intercent 
determinations for the data arrays. In the text, 
we place these samples in the "Category C".
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3 CTP26A. sandy-keletal, mixed, thermic 
Typic Ca-borthid 

adjacent to Pedon 2
C0 4 Cr127 loamy-skeletal, mixed, thermic 

Typic Calciorthid 
Diamond Que en Mine S Sol.ltazio Canyon roads 

5 CrP27A sandy-skeletal, mixed, 
CM thormic Typic Calciorthid 

adjacent to Pedon 4 

6 CT132 loamr-ukeletal, mixed, thermic 
Raplic Durargid 

CO Between Black Cone & led Come, 
along Solataz ic Canyon. road 

7 Cr137 loamy-skeletal, amied, thermic 
Typic Duxezqi4 

M along 8disagnal roadO to NU crater Flat 

a Cr129 loamy-skeletal, mixed, thermic 
Typic Duzargid 

SR cazner Solitazic cny. & Trench cr2&3 roads 

9 CF13O loamy-skeletal, mixed, theruLc 
Eapue Duzergid 

SR of Pedon 8, across dralInagoway, 
0.1 s1. along Trench Cr2&3 roads 

10 CrT3S loamy-skeletal, mixed, theruic 
KapILc Durarvid 

0.55 mie * along Trench Cr2&3 roads a 
across wash, No next higher, 
older sirface than Pedon 11

Little SCones 
7,310 

Q2 

Little fones 
11,200 
Q1

Little gones 
11,200 
Q1

late Black Cone 
28,300 
Q2 

late slick Cone 
28,300 
Q2 

late Slick Con* 
33,400 
Q2 

early slick Cone 
,28,000 

Q2 

early "lck Cone 
137,000 
QTa 

early Black cone 

QTa 

late slick Cone 
29,700 
Q2

/

TIM: 2 - LU?01~~ g~I U~U~wa~ m n~~J 

Geoamrpuc surf&"e/ 
POP&M UP sock-alsh A"e 2S/ 

no* Ne so rosly sie Loaum oow, Surf. oorpogit

I CfP2 sandy-skeletal, mixed (calcareousu), thermic 
`:=uhozth~dj~cw Torrirthent 

Ashton (site) road, Amrasoa valley 

2 C7126 sandy-skeletal, mixed, theimic 
Typic Camborthid 

Little Caon Crater nlat
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Pedon Crp AockC-Tvn=h J40 71u, 
NO* NO. 3.1.1 PUS±1 / Site Locatiam boover nft. Dempaa4.

I I CY33 loazr-skelstal, 311.4. thezrio 
Typi* Camborthid 

0.65 mi. 51 along Trench Cr213 roadeu 
across wash, 5, next lower surface 
than Vedon 10 

12 C"34 loamy-skeletal, mixed. thermic 
Xapl.Lc Durargid 

0.75 mi. SZ along Trench 0T2&3 roads, 
adjacent to G slightly higher surface 
than Pedon 11 

13 C0741 sandy-skeletal. mix&4, th~zu±c 
Typic Torriorthent 

1.2 mi. SR along Trench C213 roadar 
ray bar S svale inset fan

14 07P31 loamy-skoletal, mixed, thernic 
Typic saplazqid 

t.27 mi. S1 along Trench C0253 roads 
adjacent to amd next older ~xmxace 

15 07P36 loamy-skeletal, Mixed, thexuis 
Typic vuraxgld 

1.83 mi. SE along C0253 roads 
30 ft. N? of I end of Trench Wf

late Bl~ck cone 
19.000 
Q2 

Late Black Cons 

QTa 

very late 
Crater ?lat 
Q1 

late Black Cons

than Ptdam
Q2bc 
13

Late Blick Cons 
31,800 
Q2bc

Miniim radiocarbon age for basal rack varmishi 
than uncorrected radiocarbon &get see Table 3 
error ranges.

calculated as 104 greater 
for uncorrected &ags and

r�)

0:

I

kth

I
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UNA 3 - L,! 0= or =-T U M Moa =Da OMaM nXJ

laden cr •-norrected #10% ?•-.Cted zst.9 DatL.  

No. Ho. 30e 613 AAe 1T2 Arror Type 

1 cI2 6.64C5 7,310 - 245 Itc 

2 C7"26 10,180 11,200 -. 270 R 

3 CrP26

4 CrP27 25,700 28,300 .- 360 IC 

S cr127

S CTP32 30,320 33,400 6" 460 RC 

7 CrP3? 128,000 106X-1331 CRt 

a crp29 137,000 11X-162X Ct.  

9 CJP30 

10 CrP35 25,970 29,700 - 375 RC 

11 CrP33 17,280 19,000 - 370 RC 

12 Cr134 
13 Cr141 
14 cr131 
is C"P36 23,920 31,800 " %00 RC 

16 CrP38 380,000 250X-550X CR 

17 Cr739 360,000 253]X-13X CR 

1I Cr140 660,000 450X-965X CR

The iv Horizon an S ite Selection for Pedon Descriptions

CD 
_aide e ro recent fault moeent .s ot me - •QrtA Ce .e Yucca 

I - -one * ost IzPO V on.Soil f. a

olocene 
D tiny. Hoover 

Co t (1981), swdley and soover (1983), Svadley at .L (1984). Taylor 

(1936) a&1 apparently use the occurrence of an xw horizon as their major 

0. criterion for separating pLeistocen from Kolocene s=r=es. This could be a 

very effective criterion if the ov horizon ý operation•lly defined am the 

time is determined for - gtk~ dust accumulation to allow the Xv to form.

7 Ages ftr Dorn, 1988.

a Doar (1988) estimates the acttual radiocarbon ages are about 10% older than 

the uncorrected values.

9 ro radiocarbon dates the probable =plus or ains" error in Ylr is g.venu 

for cation--ratio dates the *ncorrected age* is the loan value of several 

ca-ion-.ratio age deteminations and the "errorg is shonoas the probable 

younger to older error-uange of age in 9thouands of Years ("*X).

10 Re w radiocarbon dating of basal rock varnish. c:t - cation ratio of rock 

varnish.
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Som ef the previous osritors describe their concept of the wv horizon in 
morphological terms, but the veidoulaZ borizoo can be defined as a genetic 
horizon (sensu Peterson, 1931, p. 43) that is (a) a sur"ucal horizon that (b) 
Crusts and cracks into coarse apolygons (i.e., coarse prismatic structure) 
when dry, that (c) that ar either massive or masuiv in their upper part and 
platr in their lower parts (d) the horizon has coarse vesicular pores in at Least its upper: parto (a) the horizon can be under a desert pavement, but: 
rrdtl"ess, is lose gravelly than the subjacent horizon if the original paet 
In&terial as gravelly and the subjacent horizon is not clayey, the horizon 

M) Lu light colored and low in hums, it (g) is a sandy loam, fine sandy 
loam, very fine sandy loam,. sLLt loam, or occasionally a loan or sandy clay 
loam or clay loa", but in any case has a high percentage of very fine sand 
and/or silt that encourages " ste ihen the soil i4 strated. The Av 
horizon also comnly is (W) a tic horizon, i.e., it starts and stops 
horizontally. interchanging with a. ordinary A horizon that is not crusting 
and lacks coarsely-vesicular pores, because of their microtopographically 
higher positi•os where they are not apt to saturate surficially.  

The Okv horizons is a pecýular 2LWntiL epipedon that is characteristic 
of many desert soils (Paterson, 1977, Eckert et al, 1970, Nettleton aM 
Paterson, 1983), but it is not officially recognized in Soil Taxonomy as a 
"kind of horizon, in the sense a mollic epipedon. petr.oalclc horizon, or dun
pan are kinds of pedoqenic horizons. *ather, it is m-rely one of several 
types of ochrLc epipedonus the "v" postscript in the ".v" designation even is 
illegal for National Cooperative Soil Survey pedon-description standards_ 

An Av horizon that formed in originally coarse-textured parent material, 
such as that on the piedoont, slopes of Crater Flat, is the result of long-term 
dust-fall on the originally coarsely-porous soil surface followed by recurrent 
dust- infiltration to the depths of rapid, *gravitational' water infiltration 
during large storms, i.e., to some 12-18 inches depth in the Crater Flat 

VO vicinity. Sahen the coarse interstitial pores between sand grains become 
pluqged with the very fine sand, silt, and (minor) clay of the infiltrated 
dust and water infiltration becomes slow OcapLIlary* movement, subsequent dust 
accumulation is at the surface, i.e., between and lmmdiately belov any desert 

0: pavement that might be present. Animal activity sizs some gravel and sand 

01- with the dust into this thin surf Loial horizon and ejects some gravel onto thie 
Surface to JoLn the paVMnt. bUt reggrdless, the surficial layer becomes more 
silty-loamy an less sandy and gravelly.  

FormatLon of the Av horizon's coarsely-vesicular pores and its dag&nos
"tic crusting behavior depend on additional factors after sufficient dust has 
accumulated for the horizon to formi The surf icial horizon Most have remained 
low in humus content and.unstructured, so that when it is strongly vetted Lt 
will have a slow infiltration rate, henca satu=ate and act as a thickly--vs
cous Liquid that allows entrapped air bubbles to migrate and Join together to 

* fo=r progressively larger bubbles, i.e., vesicular pores (Killer, 1971).  
Saturation also causes the horizon to consolidate anough that on drying the 
saturated part bec=es a crust (H1llel, 1960). The high percentage of silt 
and very fine sand in the accu=ulated dust encourages this sort of "dilatent" 

Sbehavior when saturated, but limited biological activity in the surface layer 
is essential to prevent formation of soil structure that would increase Lnfil
tration rates, decrease dispersion, and hence decrease the probability of 
/periods of surficial saturation.
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Conditions for Lv horizou forZtion are besu in the baren paved areas 
between desert shrale. Undex the shznus, Oios dine of 0olian-sand acc:mz

late, t ey are the site of U1ttgr eec tion "nd the greatest Lnsect and 

animal aCtivity. Low bas sugAicat l antmats of hums ac•-umat and the soil 

is mixed 1to same d*ptA soil stru=to my be formed bt r• gardless, the 

soil material riARne peiO" t*o water and dos not Saturate under heavy 

rainfall.. Within the creosote bash vegetation of the Moave Deser (Crater 

Flat is at the northern edge of that desert) accaxaatioe of oliam sand 

occurs not only as single coppice de under single shrubs, bt as. thin 

sheets Joinig sverecal# sa-eed-ap•rt shzubs and their coppice dunes. ".ese .  

slightly-raised mic.ztopographic featurest or bloco~4•e*s, to oift a etrm, 

also are the site of the most intense roa-iga n fe7Ias-~~ 
spots for A, horizons t•O form undisturbed over long peiods of time. etwaeen 

theb~ooppcesatkbalensoil is flattlsh. if not microtopographically 
SI~gtly-oncae, adesert pavement is present, it is acs: promiaent in 

the flattish or depressed spots. such ad-aM alled Palettes here, * 

to coin another tm-=. Mey are least fraq•ently mixed, become saturated in 

their surface few centimeters during heavy soes= or snow melt, and have the 

most closely-packed, best size-sorted. darkly-vaznshed desert pav- ment, and 

LA most prominent AT horizon.  

sq. zt is not unreasonAbIe to conclude that the effects of slow dust inf i

tration. accuinulat~ion, and AT horizon formation will be best preserved in the 

pavette microtopographic pouition, and that is whet* soils were described for 

this study •loess otherwise noted.  

Crater Flat Surface and Sols 

The active and recently-active washes, inset fans, and fan skirts that 

show no Significant formation Of genetic soil horizons comprise the later

CO soloceae and historic Crater Flat surface. The soils are thse=ei Typic 

Torriorthents. *•1AIv.wi in Crater Flat is uhiquitOusly very to extremely 

CC) gravelly, or cobbly, or stony sand or loony sand, so the soils are in sandy 

skele•tal families. On the piemont. slope directly below the limestones of 

o =ax. muntai-., these soils are in carb.natto mIneraloy classes. %.areas the 

Torriorthents of the pleonw slope Gbelo the vocanic rcks of Yucca HMontain 

are in mixed mineralogy classes. Pedon 13 Ls a representative soil fr an 

Lnset fan (a Swadley a Woover 9lb deposit).  

Within the Crater plat geomoerzpi sutface age-span, age distinctions are 

best made by ml otopography, and a"e quite effectively reflected by swadley a 

2 oover's Qla (av channels)* Qb (r, rm , bar a S wvale inset fans with 

litesmo *-2,adQa(no-a-;t a* a a Swale mxicrotopogq 

"raphy mnd proto-desert•e•avmnt) distinctions. With the exception of the 

large aiea o zo Cones srace in s•othwessera Crater ruat, Swad417 en 

al.*j (194).mappig of their Q1 deposit (I.e., QUa * QIb 4-e Q + QIs + Q0e) 

quits correctly shows, at their small scale, the diathibutiOU of the Crater 

Flat surface.  

The Omutinqg, or smothing of the tough bar a Swale aicoatopoqtaphy that 

occurs from Qla to QIb to Qe surfaces po-eib'7 is caused by rodent diqql 7 

that lowers stones by undercutt.ing and accuaiao GIAL"d ý 

swales. An Open, poorly sorted, rtei ~ t~hsfre in the
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swiss of Q1 c areams but there is only a mcrphO loqJcal iant af dust accumula

tion A the Surface horiz~o. i.e., the srficial few mm of soe Qlc areas 
barily coheres in the wakes of crusts, and in some sitZati.on there As 
effervescence associated vLth a slight greytLnq" due to slight dust a===mIla
tio at a few cm depth in sand weas the surf icLil s"ad is noneffervescent, 
or 1.sachedd1 In thLA &rea calcium carbonate and soluble ýoium salts obvr
ously are being added by dus tall.  

At eat, aicr.topoqaphice-autinq is accompanied by slight dustLnq of# or 

filaments of pedogenic calcium carbonate on pebble bottoms at 20-50 cm depths.  
L.e., Stage I car¶nate accummlatiou (Gil* at a&, 1966). There is no apparent 
opal acc-umulatioU 

a *Crater Flat aye @oL" could cot be distinguished from raw alluvium by 

Lts •orpholoqy in a trench. Such a soil has identity only by its location 
under a Crater Flat-ae surf&ace.  

Little cones Surface and SOIls 

The Little Cones surface comprises one large fan-skLit remnant surround

ing, Litte Cones in sotvhwestern Crater Flat (FL7. 1, shown by Swadley at al 

(1914) as a Q1 area), and several low basin-floor rwexants In ad.acant, north

ern AMargosa Oesert that are shown as Q2 areas by Svadley at al. The re=ant 
surroundinq Little Cones Li bounded on the east by the main wash from no.rth

N, vestern Crater Flat and an extensive area Of bar and sval• Crater Flat surface 
formed by this wash and the main %lsh from the north-est. To the vest and 

southwest the Little Cones remnant Las bo=ded by the lateral drainagyway at: 

the base of the Sare Munzain pie nt slope.* To the northeast, ju~st to the 

west of e Cone, th.is LLttle-Cones fan-skirt.l :ta=nt stands some seven feet 

above the Qlb bar-&nd-svals of the Main wash and Is inset into and some 

eight feet below the dissectse`d Black Cone-aqe fan pLe nt sloplq down from 

Bare mountain. The scarp between the Black Cone and Little Cones surfaces 
feaethers out in an arc to the southwest.  

The inset relationshLpt demonstrate that the Little Cones surface Ls a 

"y"n=qer surf-ace than the Black Cone surface (most of Swadley and boare's Q2 

71aArea" are Black Cone surface ramnUts) and an older surface than the Crater 

rlat Surface (most of Swadley and 1orVer's Q1 Ls crater Flat surface). The 

clear-cut morpoqeenAtic differences between the Typic Camborthids of the 

Little cones surface and the Typic calciorthids of the Black Cone surface or 

the Typic Torriorthe•e• of the Crater F1at surface demonstrates that the three 

surfaces are different enough ages that they should be recognized as separate 

Taylor's (1986) classification of pedeoqnic Stages of opal accu=ulation 

will not•be used here since it Ls a too simplistic analogy to Gile, 

Peterson, and Grossman's (1966) Stages of calcium carbOnate accumiltion.  

Otherwise, Tayloars study is excellent.  

12 Beneath the Black Cone surface, thick layers of carbonate-silica ceamented 

gravel outcrop on the wash scarp, whereas below the Little Cones surface 

the sandy-skeletal alluvium has only Stag* t or tr carbon•te accu=ulation 

on pebbles.
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geomorphia Surfaces. At Little Cones, swedley et al (1934) did not separate 
the Little Cones surface remant fro their Large Qi dliAneation to the east, 
even though it has a fully-smoothed surface With abstracted, though shallow 
drainageways, and an evident, though only slightly varnished desezt pavment, 
and with a clearly pedogeaiC soil. Since they accurately draw the boundary of 
the Q2 are to the north* they mlst have vwttinly7 Included this Little Cones 
remnant in their solocene Q1 =Its perhap•s they did not thin• ts ATv horizon 
"stronl7y enough developedO to be a Pleistocene soil feature or recognize that 
it has a cambia horizon and evident •k horizon.  

Pedon 2 (.n a pavenee and Pedon 3 (in a biocappice) Illustrate the soai 
features of the Little Cones surface at Little Cones (cAPezndL3:Z). The Av 
horizon Ls only 3 c thlc4 and bazely exwcbits the aitanen-cy of t-he usual 
At horizon, but it crusts . is cracked into polygons, and has coarsoly-wesic
ula: pores. The Aw horizon occurs Only under the pa•ventas under the biocop
pices it either has been mixed by animals, or is buried by a few inches of 
eolian sand and has lost its vesicuLariny and c-ustiness, though it retains 
its color and takes on a prominent tabular porosity. There is a prominent but 
non-cemanted, lane-Stagoe Z, 23k horizon that has relatively thick pebble
bottom carbonate coa&t;ni . it underlies a roaghly 60-cm thick Layer that I 
consider to be loa=y due to ftst, iafiltzatioa and that now comprises the Av 
"horizon, an Ak horizon of recent carbonate accu=latnon, and a 3wk, or canbic 
horizon than has had carbonate leached through it (the 23k is evidence) even 
though It still has thin pebble-bot==m coatings of carbonate in transit to the 
23k. A very few, very thin. pmstalose, brittle, cabonuate-Lam.-aae occur on 
the bottom of some of the At horizons coarse prisms (polygos): such carbon
ate Laminas are c n in the lower .v horizons of soiLs on the 3lack Cone, 
Yucca surfaces and are Interpreted as evidence of shallow carbonate accumula
tion durin;, perhaps, later 3olocene to present. The high p5 values just 
below the Uc horizon are evidence of eolian addition of soluble sodium salts 

CO and their acc=U Ation just below the current depth of carbonate accummataion.  

Pedon 1, from a basli-floor rem•ant in the Amargosa Desert basin, that 
was mapped by Swadley as a Q2 deposit, Ls qu.ite similar to Pedon 2. it has 
been identified as a "Caborth4dLc* Tortiorthen:, rather than as a Typic 

C) Camborthid, only becauee its 22 ca-deep frk horizon is 3 on shy of the arbi
trazy 25 c depth required by Soil Taxonomy for diagnostic cambic horizons.  

01 Rock varnish from. paveinnt pebbles on Pedon I glives a 7,310 YP3 -nin- age 
for the surface and soil, ibexes varnish fron pebbles an Pedon 2 give a 
11,200 173 age (Table 2, 3). The 8-22 ca deep awk horizon of Pedon I contains 
some raeyish layers that aze considered buried Av horStones the about 4,000 
year younger date of Pedon 1, comped to Pedon 2, may reflect a late addition 
of sediment.  

13 "oilatentcym is a toex attLib: ted to soil aecha.n.cs, perhaps incorrectly, 

that describes the viscoms-Liquid-like behavi*r of saturated soil material 
with high contents of silt and very fine sand.. A blob of the saturated I 
material will collapse and flow out Into a broad disk, or Odiate, wthen 
4jiggled, It also will drool from the fingers.  

14operationally, a soil crust is a Layer that forms at the surface uhen a 
soail dries and that will break out as plate-Like fragsients that can be 
handled without breakinq.
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The rock varn1sh dates, the thinness of the varnish, and the Rieimsa Uk 
A AT horiZon dffrent.lati•On of Pedons 1, 2, and 3 all Suggest either & very 

ear •-Uolocene or Zateut-eiLstocene age for the Little Cones surface a:A 
soils. Simlar soils e•nde creosote bush vegetation an the Lesbtaq surface 
at LAS CceS, W*v Mexico. are About 10.000 years old and are considered 
latest-Pleistocene (Oge Ad Grossawn, 1579, p. 166).  

Black Cone Surface and Soils 

In the Crater flat bain, the Black Cone surface (much of Swedley and 
Roover's Q2 deposits) comprises mall to Large fan-piedmont remnants that in 
aqV-eqate are about as extensive as the Crataer Flat surface. DefLnLnq the 
slack Cone surface is diff.ipalt because mappinq the surface is difficult.  
Soundazies to younger surfaces are readly mapped because they cobonly Ar" at 
an erosional scarp, or at the least are at the boundary from the unvarnished 
or slightly varnished pavement of Crater-rlat or Little-Cones-surface soils to 
the blackLsh-shLny-varnish*d desert pavement of the sails of the hBack Cone 
surface. However, boundaries to older Tucca or Solitario surface remnants are 
difficult to determine, unless there is a scarp reflectipq an inset relation
ship, because the darkness of rock-varnishinq or closeness or extensiveness or 
sortiLq of desert pavements are not consistently different. There are soil 
differences between the Black Come and Yucca or Solitr•,iO surfaces that are 
due to confirmable age differences, i.e.. that can be observed "here there is 
an inset-surface relation. hut, between various remnants of the Black Cone 

C'4 surface there are noticeable differences in soil development that can be 
relat•d to confirmable surface age differences in the field in only a few 
cases. However, progressively older rock varnish dates do seen to correlAte 
with these differences in degree of davolopant of the Slack-Cone-surf.ace 
soils.  

C? Late-Slack-Conei Age Sols from Limestone Alnviua 

edons 4 a St Wdon 4 (in a biocopp.ce) and adjacent Pedon S (in a pavetta) 

Co are on a lower-fan-piedmont remant that was sapped Q2 by Suadloy and Hoover.  
The rmnant has two more somewhat lower and younqer levels, bat they have 

Ssoils so similar to ledona 4 and 5 that thes younger levels are included in 
the slack Cone s-rface. This rewAt is to the north of ledons Z and 3 of the 
Little Cone surface and no ha e Mountain (Fig. 1). Pedons 4 and S repre
sent the Typi•c Calciorthids that form from nixed Lmastone-volcanic fan-allu
vium on the Black Cone surface. 14estote peýbles in the pavement (P•edon S3 
are deeply solution-etchead %ereas volcanic pebbles ar darkly-varnished, the 
pavement is %*ll-sorted and closely-spaced. Under the pavement, there is a 
moderately thick, fully dilatent, prominently crusted and coarsely-wesicular 
Av horizon that is notably g•eyer than the und•rlying ca.bic horizon. This Iv 
horizon is easily distinguished from the thinner, less-silty Lv horizon of the 
Little Cones surface. In the con-aniaaal-mid Ptedon S, the camhbc horizon 
(hvkl, ]W,2) has non-calcareos Parts Ldicating that it W&S once fully 
leached, and that the calcareousness of the Av horizon (which has thin, 
brittle, pastulose carbonate laminas on plate bottons) represents later, prob.
ably Eolocene carbonate accumulation. The 23k horizon contains about 20% 
volume of Stage ZZ-IZX, weakly carbonate-cemented gravel Lenses in a Stage I 
matrLx, the 23k horizon has enough pedoqwuJc carbonate to be A calcic
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boriuoo, bar not a petrocalaiG borizon. Hock varnish age is aboMu 23 ,300 ypS.  
In southern Sevw Mecoo on* would expet at least a minimal petrocalan hort
zon to have formed in a soil this ol4. ! 

There are Paleorthids with petrocalcia horizons ea the Bare mountain fan 
piedeont on surface reants that lock to be within the Blacit Cone age-spreaAd, 
bat I did not study theem. There also aePetrocalici PaleariJids high on that 
limestone fan piedont oan probably Yucca-age fan remanans.  

ate-2Latk-Cane Age Soils Ey Volcanic Alblnvm 

pedon 8 1 7*don 5 is a Slack-Cone-aqe aplLc Durarlid formed frois volcanic

rock alluvium from Yucca, !%Mnft*Lf that has no admixed Limestone. It is 
betwven ?Ad and Black Cones (Mig. 1) n an elongates low, fan-pitdmont re=mant 

that Svadley and Roarer mapped 92# and that is 1"~t above Qic Torriorthenes.f 
it "s some 33,400 years old, by rock varnish, dating, and has a very gravelly 
sandy Loam, mini-al, argLllic horizon. a" a hapliac (i.e., minimal) dripaa 
rather than the cambia and calcic horizons of Pedon 3, •hich had Lestone in 

0its parent material. The AT horizon of Ped=n 6 La fully-dilatent, maderately 
thick, and leached of carbonates. Am underlying Ak horizon reflects Rlocen* 

17 carbonate accumulation, since parts of the at are noncalcareous, i-e., previ
ously Leached. a 28 of 9.4 and dark, 1-2 mm thick bands of alkali-s~lubilised 
humus L the Ik horizon indicate soluble sodium salt accumulation as well.  

This soil represents on* the younger, less-differentiated Duraxyids of 
the Black Cone surface. Its argillic horizon has clay skins, but a relatively 
low clay content. Zts auripan has only a single thin laminie on top, and 
th•ough coherent in place, Ls only weakly cemented when tested as broken-out 

chunks. Since this soil is about the same age as Pedon 5, a Calciorthid, the 

two dA-onstrate that, in Later Pleistocene soils, moderate amounts of Lime

co stone In the original parent material will prevent the fo~mation of an 
argillic horizon, a relationship well kown in Nevada.  

pedons 10, 11, 12, 14, 13: These soils (and Pedons 5, 9, a 13 ) were sapled 
0) along a transect fr, the corner of the Solitario Canyon road and the dozer 

road to SGS Trenches . C2 A 3. alonTr the C2 a 3 road (rig. 1). This transect 
was intended to determine the soil properties of the QU and 92 deposits, and 
to test if Suadley and Roorer had cons•stently mapped these two deposits 
across this dissected fan pi~edmont. Swedley et &L (1984) mapped most of the 
Large fan-piedwnt-romnant suil.ts along this transect as Qra deposits on 

their generalized 1:62,500 map, but they did cat out some Lnset-fan-remnane 
sumits as Q2 deposits. On Swadley and Seaver's (1903) maor detailed,. Larger
scale map of the C02 a 3 trenches site, they cut out additional, small Qiabo 
gic, and Q2ba areas froms the broad QTa areas.  

In my assignments of Swadley and Hoovexts surficial-deposit designations 

in Table 2, 1 have attempted to gIve thd .the benefit Of the doubt whee one 
would think they should have identified deposits an Q2 rather than QTa because 
their map is small scale and necessarily generalized. in Table 4, my geomor

phia surface and their surficial-doeposit designations are repeated for case of 

readinq.
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Rock Ta~rvs 
Pedon So. Geomophbc Surface Age UP SurfijciaLl Opoeit 1 6 

I Little Cones 7,310 Q2 

2 Little Cones 11,200 Q1 
3 Little Cones 11,200 Q1 
4 late Black Cone 28,300 Q2 

S lat• Black Cone 28,300 Q2 
6 late Black Cone 33,400 Q2 
7 early Black Cone 128,000 Q2 
a ea.rly Mlack Cone 137,0• Qaft 

S searly Black Cone 137,000- aM 

10 Late Black Cone 29,700 Q2 
11 late slack cone 19,000 Q2 

12 Late Black Cone n.d. Qga 

13 very late Crater Tlat n.d. Q1 

14 late Black Cone n.d. Q2bc 

is late Black Cone 31,800 Q2bc 
16 Yucca 380,000 era 

17 Yucca 360,000 QTa 

18 Solitario 660,000 era 

PeWons 10, 11, and 12, respectively, are on a highest fan-pi*e=nt rte

nant, an obviou~sly lower and younger Inset-fan renmnant, and another highiest 
fan-Piedmot reant. all adjacent to each other alanq this north-to-south 
transect. Znasmsch as Z could deeramine Lu the field, Pedons 10 and 12 are on 

what looked to be positions that Swwdey and zoover would have mapped as gla 

deposits on this particular pert of the dissected fan piedmnt, even though 
Fedon 10 appears to be an a mapped Q2 area on the 1:62,500 iapt Pedon 2 is 

capped &A QTa. Pedon I1I looked as Itf It should be on mapped Q2 and is. kJ~l 
soils have gravelly sandy lom boorizons, but Pedons 10 and 12 are Raplic 

ourarigids with weak argillIc at horizons and duripans. whernas Tedon 11, in 
keepinq with its younger relativ* Isomorphic: and rock-varnish age, is otiy a 
Typic Caor•hd with a ca:bic IV borizon and no pan. AccordLng to its rock

varnish age, Pedon 11 is @ome 7,000 years older than Won 2, which also is a 

Typ•c Caborthid. but is on the Little Cones surface. Oxcept for the rock-var

nish ages, X wiould put Weon 11 together with Pedon 2 as Little Cones age.  
ledons, 10 and 12, compard with Podons I and 9, demonstrated to as that the 

Black Cone surface CQ2) cou.l not be separated from the Yucc surface (QgT)

Is Corrected r adiocarbon age or cation ratio age of rock varnish (Dorm, 1988).

16 Surficia. deposit as apped by Siweadley G aooier (1983) or Swadley et &L 

(1984).  

17 Agte assumed no be the sam or somewhat younger than adjacent • dedon 8 

because Pedan a and 9 are an remnants that are at the Same level.

0:

0
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careful exaaNauion of the soils.  
tr~ansec Pedn 1,a %yic~ kap argid sonewhat fater south o the Cr 

3 odtan4.i si~milar to Peodn. 10 and 12,.u has so fwce~aeted 
lenses in its 33t horizon that LS Cno be Sadto have a duripma. It is on a 

IIII 1 

true Lasot-fan-reanant swutthat was mapped by Swedley and Hoover (1983) as 
Q2bc and is ine nt fat they called Q~a deposit2.  

?edozx 13, a Typic Duzargid next to the 12323 Cfl trench, Lio n a mapped 
Q2bc deposit. it bas a r~ock-varnish date of 31,800 Yli. bat its profile, par

ticularty its duripazi, is more Like those of the Oearly-alack COWe Pedons 7, 

a, and 9 than the Late-Black Cons Pedonse 10, 12, and 14.  

All of the soils an this C02 S 3 road tXIansec have well developed AT 
horizons. They also have Nolocene-age zones of accumalation of carbonate in 

111 

t-he lower A horizon. Except for obviously inset-fan remnants, there are no 
consistent visual clues in the field for sepaating these Late-black Cone 

soils and suefaces from the early-31,ack Cone ones during mapp~ing the soils 
- ast be examined.  

a .rly-isack-cone xIe soils from volcanic A1iuvinae 

ce=!eIf the Pod1n 4•,•, 10, 11, md 14 rock-varntsh, radiocarbon ages are 
correct (28,300 Y23, 33,400 173. 29,700 X73. 19,000 123, 31,800 113, respec
tively), and the rock-varmish. cation-atio &a; s of pedou 7 and o are correct 
(123,000 103, 137,000 .a3, respectively), them One could argue for spILttitg 

the slack Cone surface into two geOWmrphiC surfaces However, I did not split 

00it because I know of wo place in the field wh~ere the younger and older sur
faces are Juxtaposed and show an insist or ovezplaced relation, therefore there 
is no evidence independent of the rock-var.ls dates and comparatie soil mor

phology to argue for splitting the Black Cone surface. j 
D Pedon 7,. 9, .j Pedon 7 is a Typic Dura4rid (121,000 123, cation ratio age).  

t is along the main, diagonal road to northeastern Crater Flat, on the summit 

of an eIonqate, fan-p. eplt-resmant y that Ls proiainently Lnset below the large 

Yucca-oage fan-piednt% ree.antS 1A northern Crater rFlat. Swdlay and oover 

mapped the -edon 7 reinant as a Q2 deposit and the highier Tc•.a-age r.oants 

as a Qia deposit. The texture of the aS91Uc1 horizon of PedOn 7 (TaryrI 
sticky, plastic very-xtremely gravelly clay lojm) suggests that it is older 
than the very gravelly sandy loam St horizons of the late-Black Cone 

ouraj,,ids. The duripa- has only a single Laminae on top, b7t strongly to 

weakly cemented Lenses are closely enough imbricated below it that I called it 

a typic pan.  

1 edo0 8 is a Typic su;arid described in the southeast corner of the 
solitaco Canyon iad C02 a 3-Trenches road corners. *it has a rock-var.nsh, 

cation-ratio date of 137,000 lP-. l•o•e 9, was described directly to the 
south, across a wash on another 'highest,* fan-piedmont re=1Zt su.oit that 

appears to be at the same level &Ad Of the sua age surface as that of Pedon 

S. *However, pedon 9 Li only a Haplic Durargid, because its duripan is not as 
continuously or strongly cemented as that of Pedon S' Both soils were identi

f•id as in Qa- deposits by Swadley and Hoover ( 1983), but the rock-varnish
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date for Pd0on 8 forces Lt Into the next 9Sgr than Yucca surface, and the 
"aryil. c horizon and pan developsint of pedon ate not as 9ean s t.ose of 
Tucca-age Sols.  

The argIllc horizon of Pedona8 Is distinctly reddish h (a 
7.STmr), s~tickyx, plastic. a�a c€lay m at least. Zt has been opalized, pa.
tcuuLarly Ln Its platy lower autherizon, and has the "crznchy= feelia,7, moist, 
of strnvly opal-aggLamerated, clayer at horizon material. Thts a.rillic 
horizon 4OPa&Lzaoa tis a prc=Linent feature 'Of ucca-age Pedon 14, and is noted 
for QTa-age soils by oovem r en alC (1981). But, the aLrilUic horizon of Pedon 
g9 though also a clay loa and crunchy, Ls not opalized strongly enouqgh to 
make it platy. fedoas I and 9 could be older than their rock-v.arnish dates 
saq~geste 

Yucca Surf ace and SOIS 

The Yucca surface can be readily distinguished from the Black Cone and 
Crater rTat surfaces (and by implication, the Little Cones surface) by aerial

S•.photo patterns, by.topoqraphic separation, and by soll differences. On both 
color and black & white photos , transverse bands of darkly-varnished desert 

*n pavzenst on 1ev, kv-horizon slump-steps contrast with light-colored. biocappice 
areas to give a distinctively banded photo pattern for the Yucca surface 
remnants. This contrasts with the photo pattern of the Black Cone surface 

C11.1 fan-piedmont remnants-for both the Slack Cone's younger and older r•emunts
"where the dark patches of desert pavement axe Lrre.ularlj-shaped, or tend to 
be loAq:t••dnaSly-e1onqatsd and the ight-colored blocoppices are semi-ciLrcu
Lar spots, or *dot:.* The Crater Flat. .• oocene surface Ls raw sediment and 
hence distincti'ery light colored on the aerial photos, compared to either 
Black Cone or Yucca surface remnants.  co 

The Yucca surface coiprises three ars of faicly-extensave, relatively
high, deeply-dissected, flattish-topped (transverse to the slope), fan-pied
mont remnants. Yucca-aqe Pedon 16 is on the area of Tucca remnants in north
"eastrn Crater Flat (color photo =. 24 WIOsC 6-44-20, southeast 1/3). Th, 

o extensLve Black-Cone age, dissected faA-pied-ont remnant that is lust to the 
northwest of the Yucca fan-piedmont remnants has Uhedon 7 on It and is promi
nenTly Inset Into and some 10-20 feet below the Yucca rea=ts. This inset 
relationship demonstrates the relati &ve ae of the Black Cone and Yucca sisur

**faces and SOIlS. T:er are well-prasezv remnants of two ngar erosion 
surfaces that ware cut into this Tucca-aye fan piedmont neat the heads of the 
deep gIllies that dissect it. The desert pavement#, v, and upper It horizon 
of the rmnants are si.ilar to those of the Yucca surface, so the remants 
probably reflect there beinq more than one level of Yucca-aye remnants. The 
lowest remants could be of Slack-Cone age, but they were not traced-out.  

Yucca-aye Pedon 17 is on the southeeznost of three remnantal Yucca areas 
Imediately southeast of the mouth of Solitario canyon on the east side of 
Crater rlat (black & whitA phot GS-VT1T 10-6, northeast 1/3). Slack-Cone age 
fan-piedmont rm=ats are Inset Into and beaov these Yucca rmnants. The 
third group of presumed Yucca reaants is in the northwest corner of Crater 
rlat, just above the main drainagevay (color photo KA 24 NMODC G-43-20A), 1 
got only one look at the edge of this third area, and could only note that the
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soil apparently has an argillia horizon and a thick, stronqly-indurated duripan.  

Both Pedons 16 and 17 have strongly differentiated AV horizons that are 
very dilatent. Sote that Av horizons are not significantly thicker then the 
AV horizons of the Blaoc-Cone age soils, even though the ages of these pedons J 
(380,000, 360,000 T72) are several tisles older. Since the formation of the Av 
horizon is attributed largely to duse accumulation by most current workers in 
soil genesis, one would expect thicker AV horizons in the older soils on well
preserved surface re=ants. There are two problems with applying this theory. ! 
First, the fine earth in the Ak and ay or Bt horizons (in this area) also 

probably is largely of eollan origin, therefore measuring the thickness of the 
AV horizon alone must be a poor measure of dust accumulation, The AT horizon 
is a morphologically distinct layer of very-eoarsely-prizmatic ( polygons), 
coarsely-vesicular, internally Massive or platy, light colored, crusting soil 
material. its morphology reflects currently on-goinq processes that will 
recreate the morphology if it is disturbed. It is the depth of effect of ! 
these processes, not dust acc=mulation, that determines the depth of the Av 
horizon once dust accumulation has exceeded the depth of effect of AT-forming 
processes.  

Secondly, all of the surfaces older than the raw crater Flat surface 
have abstracted drainages. That is, at least occasionally water sheets off 
the soil surface rapidly enough to have led to formation of shallow, 
dendritic, *on-fanO drainage systems. It is reasonable to conclude, as Taylor 
(1986) suggests, that there has been some sheet erosion of the AT, at least on 
the older surfaces.  

The vertical pattern of leached AT horizon over calcareous Ak, over 
partly-carbonate-leached Bt horizon again denstrates recent, relatively 

cc shallow, presumably Holocene-aqe carbonate accumulation in soils that were 
leached of carbonates in the Pleistocene. High pR values in the Ak again show 

"c that soluble sodium salt accumulat.ton from dust fall is occurrinq.  

* Both Pedon 16 and 17 have thick (60 and 40 cm), basically clay-taxt.vred 
Co argillic horizons. In Pedon 16, opal "agglomerations has weakly cemented the 

at horizon; it is very brittle-crunchy throughout and prominently platy and 
firm and Ooranqish-looklnqg in its lower part--all well known effects of 
silica accumulation. The apparent texture is a loam in the upper part of the 
at and loamy sand in the lower part, but the OsandO is merely weakly silica
cemented aggregates of clay. Pedon 17 has not had its argillic horizon opal
Lzed, and feels like a clay without as long and vigorous a working as Pedon 
16's Bt requires to begin feeling clayey. In my experience, opalization of 
arilllic horizons is scme sort of evidence of considerable age, but it is so 
variable within and between polypedons that it Ls not a consLstently-applic

able criterion for identifying a particular age of soil.  

zoth Pedon 16 and 17 have a foot or two of strongly-cemented duripan, 
the former has several prominently opaline surficial lamina, whereas the 
latter apparently has a single surficlal laminae. I do not know if this 
apparent difference in degree of opalization of at and 3qkm horizons is a L 
reflection of age or environmental differences between the two pedons. Decent 
exposures of the pans were not possible in my hand-dug pits, and gully-wall 
outcrops =ust be distrusted because of "case-hardening." Regardless, the
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duripans on well-preserved Yucca surface COants are as thick and as strongly 
cmented, or mre so than on U1lack Cone renants.  

Sa1tarla Strface and Solls 

The SoLLtar.l surface comprises a single balloa, or fully-round•d, 
ridge-Line remant. Just to the Southwest of the mouth of Solita-tic Canyon.  
There ar, however, spur-rmants up Solitar:lo Canyon and in valleys In Yucca 
Mountain above the northeast side of Crater flat that suggest the SolltarLo 
surface %mu once much more extensive. The bellena-fo= remant near Solitario 
Canyon, whoe Won 18 was described, is S. feet higher than the adjacent, 
well preserved Yucca-aqe fan remnant whore -•odn 17 was described. The Yucca
age Can pieadont clearly is inset Into and belov the pre-existinq Solitario
age fan-pieodont remnant.  

yo actual, Solitario-age soil was found. Rather, there is a complex ot 
more extsnsive Typic Durorthids and small spots of Typic Duarqids on the 
ballena that results fron stripping of the original k and St horizons mMixing 
with part of the duripan, and later dust accu=Mlation. Pedon 18 Is a TypLc 
Durar•id that represents the truncated remnants of the original. acil. it was 

in described on a ballena crest that marks the position of the f•rmer SoLitafto 
surface. The bele•na is lttered with chips of the dur.pan lamina, showing 
that animals have been vigorously scraping at the duripan. The 19-on, xv-Ak
iZk solua of pedon 18 was found Li a sliqbt depression of the duripan. In a 

C%! second pavett. location, there is a Typic Muo=rthLd that has only a 0-5 cn Av 
and 5-19 cm Ak over the duripan. In a third pavette location, the Durcrti~d 
is only a 0-7 o= Av over the duripan. in one of the larger, raised 
biocoppices on the ballena crest, under a pale wolftberry shrub, the Ouror?.hid 
comprises 40 on of rodent--ixed earthy material aver the pan.  

CO 

The d•uipan has 1-3 on thick, opalized U-ai on top of Lt. OWS fault
trench CrI Is dug Into the side of the bailena and shows that the duripan 
extends on over the sides of the ballena, but that the strongly-cemented pert 
Is thickest (a couple of foet) at the ballena crest and thinner on the younger 

0 sideslopes.  

On color aerial phows, this balia-C-or e rnant of the Solitaric, sur
face is notably ligter color", and tan colord, apparently due to the co~n 
chips of duripan lemma scattered across its surface. A similar, dzripan-
chip-strewn, but lower baleona is just northeast of USGS fault-trenches C72 a 
3, and may be another Solitarlo remnant, or could be a stripped, rounded Yucca 
remnant. the hillock on the upthrown, easte&n side of MW fault-trenches Cr2 
a 3 could have either a SolitarLo or Tucca-a• e duripan in It.

. ý 1 11 1
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(¶) There are live sajo rphia surf ace .*.. * groups of land-surface 
emaXL•t, in the Crater 1lat basins the Catel Flat, Little COnes, 

Slack Cone, Tucca. and SoUtai.o srface.s Each has A disti=tve 
aerW photo pattern. There s, somewhere in Crater Flat, a situation 
where rmaants of each surface are toporaphiLcally separated from rem
Z&AtU of surfaces hi(g@lder) and lower (younger) than the4Melves, 
thu~s de sao u == a tjn _ ine t re latio ns and ela-tive ages.  

(2) The soils of each surface have distinctive differences from those of t%.he 
Other Major surfaces 

(2A) The soils of the Crater Flat-age surfaces are Torriorthents 
vithout genetic horizons.  

(23) In pavetzes, the soils of the Little Cones-age surfaces have [ 
sligh.ly--dlatent .v horizons, that are more sandy than 
those of older surfaces, and have cabic horizons and Stage 

thn Z s horizons. ( 
"Inl (2C) Zn pavettes, the soils of the Black Cone-age su•-aces all 

have prominent Av horizons that are dilatent. Those from 
li.eatone-containing parent materlal have cambiL horizonj 
and Stage 1-111 calcic horizons, whereas those from solely 
volcanic alluvtm have sandy loam or loam textured axgAjliic 
horizons and h•p•c (discontalo•usly or weakly cemented) to 
barely typic d.ripans. Some of the youngest BLack-Cone age 
remnants have soils with cambic horizons, rather than 
ari:ltll.c horizons, and no daripe, and some with argillic 

00 horizons Lack the weak duripan.  Io 
(2D) Zn pavettas, the soils of the Tucca-age surfaces all have 

prominent Av horizons that are dilatent and have soliflucted I 
into broad, low, slump-stae• that show a transversely-banded 

M l~pattern on aerial pho.os. The soils have relatively-thick, 
clay-textured, or opalized-clay axgqilLLc horizons. Their 

( dul-ani s are rela.Avelb sore stronglyc• ented.than those of 
this Black Cone sfac~•eo Black C~ne-aqe axq/:LA=c horizons 
a=0 MM= as thick or acu m aslrf th•ose of Xu=ca-age soils.I 

(2Z) the ryi c•o-thift of t.he Soltarjo-49* s,=f-ace remnatas, 
which a= bealeana, have a ditictve Utt:er: of dh=Apan
1anina chitps acos their surface and are very, shallow toe a 

strongLy-coernted duripan that has thick opal lamina onit 
top. The ballena, surface has been stripped of the original 
& and at horizons, so there is oway a shallow, dilatent Av, 
or Av and Ak horizon except where a thin, very gravelly clay 
loam Bt horizon has been preserved in a shallow depression 
in the duripan. Miere the ft horizon s pr`eserved, the spot 
is a Typic Ourargid.

! 
t
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AV' Lv hrIZoA tomatlon depends on 422t-fall, duSt-Lntilrt~onandpu.  OUTg of eecropores that then can$" surftciaj dust acm and Ila.  
has been enou9h dust fall during, or during. and min"e early ftlocene to fEO= the %imisail- gugitlr dilatent AV hanorno of the XLittle Coe soils, bat no Av horizo n a the aid-Rolocane to Rode= Cratar-g'l~ age Torniorthe I1.9 0ust-fall wst have been s.ialfican: in the Pleistoene because all of the SOIS On the Black C•ne, Yucca, and Soeato surfaces have Prosnen,, verdilatant Lv borizonst there probabl, uas been erosion of PleiLstocene Av borizons, since ther are velabstracte", on-fan draLnage gysts on the old fan remLant.S 

(4) There as been Shallow, Limited0, Nolocene to Modern. carbonate an sodi•nsalt acc=ulaion in the JL hongaons of all Soils. The A and A horizons of the Pleaistocene-age sols vera once Leached of carbonate, and have 
not been comple•tly re-carbonated.  

(5) ,wadley and zoov•r•s (1983), am svwale et all* (1984) mapping of "suxfial depots~e j•in Crater flat failed to distinguish three clearly separate geomurphic surfaces and reltatd SOIS in their QTa uUtn (my Black Cone, Yucca, aM Soli•a.i suzfaces), and in their Q2 unit iLcluded tw separable geomorphic surfaceu, the Little Cones and Black 
%0 ~~~~Cone surface. cVfc teLtlCosamU k 

(6) Ecror and Swdleys .SUrficial deposits- co" • e and ma•ppiAq are fatallr flawed, and should be abandoned. Geomorphic surfaces, defined and €1 mapped LA t*es of soils and stra•igraphic relatLOns, should be used as the e•oor•Phic dating. tool for neonectmonc stvuAis.
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V.C.,. Other Concerns and Other Tests

Another test of the method is to divide the varnish into 
layers and assess the AMS ages of the different layers. on 
Death Valley Canyon ran. Death Valley, CA. the basal layer on 
a fan unit has an age of 4350 t 88 (AA-2017). The outer 
composite layer of the varnish gave a net. cu•ulative age of 
2308 t 71 (AA-2135). This trend of older/lower layer to 
younger/upper layer is what would be expected if the method 
is correct.  

Operator error could be a problem, if an individual 
attempted to sample and process varnishes without being 
properly trained. The effect of operator error (by trained 
persons) was tested at a few sites. Table 2 present 2 
samples of the 8001 ft cone of Hualalai *by different 
operators and different laboratories. The results are 
similar. In addition, tests at Meteor Crater. AZ. on 
varnishes collected from the same boulder yielded 
statistically identical results (R.I. Dorn, D.L. Tanner. D.  
Roddy, in preparation). The effect of operator error by a 
relatively untrained person is still being evaluated.  

CV Varnish radiocarbon dating shows potential for assessing; 
the ages of buried varnishes. For example, Che varnish on 
Cima flow A-1 (Table 8) at ca. 14,600 1 800 can be compared 
with a varnished pavement .that was buried by the flow. The 
radiocarbon age on the cop layer of the varnish on a desert 

cc pavement buried by the lava flow has an AMS radiocarbon date 
of 19,520 ± 240 (Beta 17536).  

V.D. Preliminary Varnish Radiocarbon Date on Lathrop Well 
"Cinder Cone 
Rock varnishes were collected from the tops of 19 bombs 

on the rim of the crater at the cinder cone near Lathrop 
Wells, NV. The depth of the varnish is illustrazed in 
Figures 14A and 14B. The samples were processed for AMS 
radiocarbon dating, as described in the method section.  
Figure 14C illustrates the basal layer of varnish before 
removal, and Figure 14D after removal. No observable organic 
matter was detected in the control sample of the underlying 
rock. About 15 mg of organic matter was extracted and sent 
to Beta Analytic for processing and analysis at Zurich (Suter 
et al., 1984). The analytical date is 19,940 t 270 (Beta 
17866).  

This AMS radiocarbon date should be viewed only as a 
tentative age-estimate. There may be special concerns to 
dating cinder cones. For example, there is a possibility that

63



Figure 14. SH analysis of varnish on volcanic bombs of 
Lathrop Wells Cinder Cone.  

A. ep:reentativO depth of Cock varnish on bombs. Note how 
the basal layer of the varnish has a botryoidal (rounded) 
str=ucture. This is characteristic of varnish formation in a 
more humid climate of greater vegetation abundance (cf. corn.  
1985). The botryoldal layer, however. is laterally 
discontinuous due to variable concentrations of manganese.  
High manganese concentrations are needed to preserve fossil 
botryoids. if concentrations are not too low. they will 
undergo a diagenesis to a layered lamellate structure, as in 
th bottom layer of Figure 14B.  

a. Representative depth of rack varnish on bombs. Note how the bottom layer is lamellate. Hanganeso concentrations are I not high enough to preserve the botryoidal structure.  

C. Removal of varnish down to the lowest 10% (or less). [ 
%o Organic matter is extracted from this layer.  

o. complete removal of the varnish. [ 
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An important test of the closed system of dated VOM is 
in progress. , Varnishes from surfaces far, far older than the 40 ka limit of radiocarbon were collected and processed from areas close to open-air bomb explosions near the Nevada Test Site and the Trinidad Site, N1. If the varnish system for the extracted organics is truely closed, bomb carbon should not affact the date. If is it open, the bomb carbon could affect the date. The AHS analyzes have not been completed.  Away from the immediate influence of bomb carbon, a volcanic 
flow in the Big Pine Volcanic Field was sampled for radiocarbon analysis. At the time of collection, it was thought that the flow might be around 25 ka (B.D. Turrin.  personal communication, 1985). As the results in Table 8 indicate, the AM age was ) 40,800 and the K-Ar age for the basalt flow turned out to be around 250 ka. In other words.  at a site known to be "dead* by K-Ar dating, the varnish radiocarbon age did indeed turn out to be at background.  

V.C.4. Assessing the Importance of Stability of Rock C Varnish 

Co Even if the varnish has not been completely eroded by chemical dissolution or aeolian abrasion, partial erosion may change an AHS radiocarbon date. This could be the reason for 
the greater lags at more humid sites in Table S.  

An .example using the role of microcolonial fungi illustrates this. Microcolonial fungi are fairly coon or.  varnishes in the southwestern U.S.(cf. Staley et al., 1982: Taylor-George et al., 1983) and Australia (Staley et al., 1983). They appear to erode varnishes (Dorn. 1986: Figure 
'A- 7), and they can affect a varnish cation-ratio (Table 2).  Table 9 illustrates the effect of microcolonial fungi on the stable carbon isotope values of varnishes on an altitude 
o transect near Crater Flat. When the microcolonial fungi are present, the a13C values are affected. Note how the values all change beneath the eroding microcolonial fungi as compared to varnish beneath the microcolonial fungi that are not 

appearing to erode the varnish.  

It, therefore, seemed logical to investigate the.  possibility that abundant, eroding microcolonial fungi could affect the varnish radiocarbon signal. Based on one example.  it appears there can be an effect. In Table 8. the ca. 9 ka age for black subaerial varnish on shoreline B of Lake 
Mojave, CA. (cf. Wells et al., 1984) contrasts with the 4320 ± 105 (AA-2133) age for the varnish beneath the microcolonial 
funni. Both samples were processed the normal way, as listed in an earlier a ec t ion .

.62
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INFORMATION ONLY 

United States Department of the Interior 

GEOLOGICAL SURV¶ 
Ho0 25046 M.S..

Denver Federal Center 
REFER TO. Denver, Colorado 80225 

February 27, 1995 

Stephan J. Brocoum WBS: 1.2.5 

Assistant Manager for Suitability and Licensing 

Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project Office QA: NA 

U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 98608 
Las Vegas. NV 89123-8608 

SUBJJECT: Map unit descriptions for the preliminary surficial deposits map of the southern half of the 

Topopah Spring NW quadrangle and the northern half of the Busted Butte quadrangle. Nye 

County, Nevada. prepared by EG&G SC : 8.3.1. "1. •' 

Dear Steve: 

Enclosed is a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) letter that was requested by T.W. Bjerstedt of your staff. The 

letter was prepared by Scott Lundstrom and provides introductory text and map unit descriptions to accom

pany the digitized composite surficial deposits map prepared by EG&G in cooperation with the USGS as 

part of the Department of Energy's responses to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) comments 

on the Extreme Erosion Topical Report (YMPJ9 I 4-TPR).  

The enclosed description is a compilation of work that has already received USGS Director's approval in 

separate Open-File Reports (OFR). The reports serving as input to this description are OFR-94-341. OFR

95-132, and OFR-95-133 that are now in press. The composite map prepared by EG&G includes map units 

common to all three OFRs, as well as map units and parts of unit descriptions unique to an individual re

port. No new data or interpretations have been added to the information included in the three OFRs. This 

report and the EG&G composite map are specially prepared for the DOE's responses. We would not expect 

that the DOE needs to review the same material again since the three OFRs referenced above are now in 

DOE's programmatic review.  

This is an unscheduled deliverable, and therefore no milestone is associated with this report 

Larry R. Hayes 
Technical Project Officer 
Yucca Mountain Project Branch 

Enclosures 

cc: 
T. Sullivan. YMSCO, Las Vegas. NV 
T. Bjerstedt, YMSCO. Las Vegas, NV 
T. Crump, TRW/M&O. Las Vegas. NV 
A. Matthuscn, WCFS/M&O. Las Vegas, NV
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Map unit descriptions for the preliminary surficial 

deposits map of the southern half of the Topopah Spring 

NW quadrangle and the northern half of the Busted Butte 

Quadrangle, Nye County, Nevada 

This text was prepared to provide an explanation of 

Quaternary map units for a digitized color map compiled by EG&G 

from three U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Reports.  

Lundstrom, S.C., Wesling, J.R., Taylor, E.M., and Paces, J.B., 

in press, Preliminary Surficial Deposits Map of the Northeast 

Quarter of the Busted Butte 7.5-minute Quadrangle: United 

States Geological Survey open-File Report 94-341, scale 
1:12,000.  

Lundstrom, S.C., Mahan, S.A. and Paces, J.B., in press, 

Preliminary Surficial Deposits Map of the Northwest Quarter of 

the Busted Butte 7.5-minute Quadrangle: United States 

Geological Survey Open-File Report 95-133, scale 1:12,000.  

Lundstrom, S.C., and Taylor, E.M., in press, Preliminary 
Surficial Deposits Map of the Southern Half of the Topopah 

Spring NW 7.5-minute Quadrangle: United States Geological 

Survey Open-File Report 95-132, scale 1:12,000.  

Each of these reports include common map units as well as 

some unique map units and parts of unit descriptions; this text 

was prepared to accompany the digitized map (YMP-95-014.1). No 

new data or interpretations were added to the information 
included in the three Open-File Reports.  

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Geological Survey is conducting investigations to 

determine the geologic and hydrologic suitability of Yucca 

Mountain, in southwestern Nevada, as a potential site for a mined 

geologic repository for high-level nuclear wastes. These 

investigations are being conducted in cooperation with the U.S.  

Department of Energy, under Interagency Agreement DE-AI08

92NV10874, as part of the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization 
Project.  

Mapping of surficial deposits is an integral component of 

the comprehensive program of site characterization of Yucca 

Mountain (Department of Energy, 1988). Knowledge of the 

distribution, characteristics, and histor of surficial deposits 

is needed to assess paleoclimate, tectonics, erosion, surface

water hydrology,

I



DESCRIPTION OF HAP UNITS 

Map units used for the composite map are preliminary informal 

allostratigraphic units (North American Commission on 

Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1983) in which bounding 

discontinuities of depositional map units are included in their 

definition. Both the upper and lower bounding unconformities of 

deposits are used to define the surficial map unit, but the upper 

surface is much more useful because of its accessibility and 

characteristics indicative of deposit age and potentially of 

paleoclimatic variation during exposure since deposition.  

Subaerial exposure of the upper surface results in soil development 

and modification of original depositional surface characteristics 

over time. Lateral discontinuities for surficial deposits range 

from distinctive fluvial escarpments where one deposit has been 

inset within another, to an indistinct feather edge. These lateral 

discontinuities are locally useful in mapping surficial deposit 

outlines (Petersone 1981) but are not 
useful in unit definitions 

because many surficial deposit 
margins are laterally variable.  

Soils near unit margins may differ significantly from soil 

characteristics described 
as typical for a given map unit.  

The description of each unit represents the predominant 

surficial deposit occurring within each mapped unit, but map areas 

may also include other surficial deposits that occur over areas too 

small to be represented as separate polygons.. A combined map 

symbol (1-3, 3-4, 5f-6f, 5-7) is used where two or three map units 

are interspersed at such a small scale that separate mapping was 

impractical; 5-7 denotes a combination of units 5, 6 and 7, and I

3 denotes a combination of units 1, 2 and 3. Where a surface 

deposit is so thin that its typical surface characteristics are 

modified by the underlying deposit, a combined symbol using a slash 

(5/1, I/eo) is used.  

Deposits are broadly classified by predominant origin 

inferred from sedimentology and geomorphology. However, this 

classification is a simplification in that most surficial deposits

have complex histories; surface deposits are progressively 

modified after deposition through subsequent surface processes 

including eolian deposition or deflation, fluvial reworking by 

overland flow, colluviation, formation of desert pavement and rock 

varnish, and pedogenesis. The resulting surficial and pedogenic 

characteristics (Taylor, 1986; Wesling and others, 1992) are useful 

for subdividing deposits by relative age, and for correlation and 

numerical age estimation. Morphologic stages of pedogenic calcite 

used are based on Gile and others (1966), and stages of pedogenic 

silica are based on Taylor (1986). Soil horizon nomenclature, 

especially that of B horizons, follows Birkeland (1984).
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3f, 4fl, 5f, 6f, and 7f, respectively, is distinguished by the 

presence of maric volcanic lithologies, usually vesicular, that 

typically occur as well-rounded cobbles and boulders. These mafic 

clasts probably are derived predominantly from the mafic lava flows 

of Dome Mountain (Christiansen and Lipman, 1965; Lundstrom and 

Warren, 1994), which is extensively exposed in upper Fortymile 

Canyon. The non.Fory.•--e facies of any alluvial unit usually 

overlies the Fortymile facies to which it grades, but buried soils 

have not been observed at these contacts. To the east of Fortymile 

Wash, alluvium derived from the Calico Hills has a distinctly 

lighter tone and finer grain size, because a significant component 

of gravel is derived from the hydrothermally altered rhyolite of 

the Calico Hills, as well as from Paleozoic limestone (Orkild and 

O'Connor, 1970; McKay and Williams, 1964).  

Alluvial units include fluvial sediments and debris-flow 

deposits (Glancy, 1994; Costa, 1988). The younger alluvial units 

(5,6, and 7, defined below) include nonvegetated surficial lobes 

and bars, which are too small to map separately, of angular cobbles 

and boulders lacking matrix at the surface. These features are 

similar to those described by Hooke (1967) as sieve deposits.  

Exposures through these features, interpreted as debris-flow 

deposits here and elsewhere (Glancy, 1994; Blair and McPherson, 

1992), typically show a matrix of sand and silt that fills the void 

space between coarse clasts at depths greater than 20 cm, although 

much of this material may be secondary, infiltrated, eolian 

sediment. The surficial matrix-free features in alluvium in the 

Yucca Mountain area are more common in relatively coarse-grained 

alluvium proximal to steep hillslopes than in finer-grained 

alluvium at locations more distal from hillslope source areas.  

7,7f Modern alluvium (late Holocene), deposited or modified during 

latest streamflow events--Predominantly sandy gravel, with 

interbedded sands; poorly to moderately well sorted; 

massive to well bedded; clast-supported to matrix

supported. Gravel is angular to subrounded, ranging in 

size from granules to boulders, but commonly finer grained 

than adjoining alluvial units, reflecting more limited 

width of modern channels than of terraces. Unaltered bar

and-swale depositional morphology; vegetation absent to 

relatively sparse; general absence of desert pavement and 

rock varnish; no soil development. Clasts with relict, 

partially eroded, and randomly oriented coats of calcite 

and silica are common in some channels and accentuate the 

relatively light tone of modern channels; the coatings 

were probably formed pedogenically in older deposits from 

which they were reworked by erosion.
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So Alluvial sand deposits (Holocene to late Pleistocene?)-

Gravelly sand 'moderately well-sorted, poorly to well 

bedded; gravel is angular to subrounded, clasts less than 

10 cm in diameter. Surfaces of the deposit are smooth, and 

lack well-packed desert pavement. Soil has stage I 

carbonate morphology. Unit occurs in southeast corner of 

quadrangle as relatively lighter colored areas in swales 

slightly inset to and reworked from unit.4s and similar 

sandy alluvial and eolian deposits on the piedmont of the 

Calico Hills to the northeast.  

4, 4f, 4/2• 
Alluvium (late Pleistocene (?))--Predominantly sandy 

gravel, with interbedded sands; poorly to moderately 

well sorted; massive to well bedded; clast-supported 

to matrix-supported. Gravel is angular to subrounded, 

ranging in size from granules to boulders. Soil 

development typically includes a BtJ horizon and stage 

II-III carbonate/silica morphology. In Midway Valley, 

unit 4 is characterized by a distinctly light-toned 

surface, with weakly to moderately varnished clasts in 

a loosely to moderately packed pavement. In Fortymile 

Wash, unit 4f is characterized by a well packed and 

varhished surface pavement on a terrace generally 

about 2 meters above the modern wash. The main basis 

for correlation of units 4 and U is similar soil 

development, because all occurrences of these units 

are discontinuous and relatively limited in area. 4/1 

designates an area of central Midway Valley in which 

thin unit 4 only partially buries unit I (defined 
below).  

48 Alluvial sand deposits (late Pleistocene (?))--Sand and 

gravelly sand, light yellowish brown; moderately well

sorted, poorly to well bedded, gravel clasts less than 10 

centimeters. Surface is smooth, and has loosely packed,' 

nonvarnished desert pavementj with a darker surface tone on 

4s than on 58. Soil includes a cambic Bw to Btj horizon.  

Occurs in southeast corner of quadrangle at distal 

southern edge of piedhiont of the Calico Hills to the 

northeast.  

3,3f, 3/eo 
Alluvium (late and middle (?) Pleistocene)--Predominantly 

sandy gravel, with interbedded sand; poorly to moderately 

well sorted; massive to well bedded; clast-supported to 

matrix-supported. Gravel is angular to subrounded, ranging 

in size from granules to boulders. Surface typically 
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I

The surface morphology indicates the original upper 

depositional surface of unit I has been eroded, so that its 

original depositional thickness is unknown. However, the 

accordant nature of the more gently rounded surfaces are 

suggestive of the original depositional top. The 

occurrence of an ash suggested to be the 0.76 Ma Bishop Ash 

(Izett and Obradovich,1 9 9 1 ) beneath a buried soil within 

underlying unit 0 along Yucca Wash (Davis, 1983; see below) 

constrains surficial unit 1 to be middle Pleistocene in 

this area. Unit I converges with younger alluvial surfaces 

in central Midway Valley, and may correlate to alluvium 

associated with a buried soil exposed beneath unit 3f along 

lower Sever and Fortymile Washes. To east of Fortymile 

Wash, unit I/eo designates dissected thin unit I gravel 

derived from the Calico Hills and underlain by eolian sand 
00.  

0 Older gravel along Yucca Wash (middle (?) and early 

Pleistocene) -- Predominantly sandy gravel, with interbedded 

sands; poorly to moderately well sorted; massive to well 

bedded; clast-supported to matrix-supported. Gravel is 

angular to subrounded, ranging in size from granules to 

boulders. Erosional upper surface consists of rounded 

ridges; complete absence of depositional microrelief.  

Includes several areas of gravel older than unit 1, but 

which may not correlate to each other. Four areas of 0 , 

which occur along the tributary of Yucca Wash from Pinyon 

Pass, have rounded erosional surfaces. The most extensive 

of these areas occurs along the west side of the main modern 

channel, as a ridge of gravel with an even but markedly 

steeper grade which results in the southward convergence of 

the ridge with younger alluvium. Along the north bank of 

the central part of Yucca Wash, an older gravel sequence, 

also designated as 0, is exposed beneath terraces of 

surficial map units 1,3 and 5. Unit 0 includes a buried 

soil with stage III silica/carbonate morphology. The 

predominantly pebble gravel which underlies this buried " 

soil contain several reworked ash lens; preliminary 

chemical analyses are consistent with a correlation to the 

Bishop Ash ( Z.E. Peterman, USGS, written commun., 1993), 

which is about 760 ka in age (Izett and Obradovich, 1991).  

This ash may be the same as ash along Yucca Wash that was 

described and analyzed by Davis (1983). Also includes 

small area of lag gravel at the northern tip of Alice Ridge 

(Wesling and others, 1992), and on ridgetop north of Yucca 

Wash and west of Fortymile Wash; composed of rounded 

cobbles and boulders of various rhyolitic lithologies that 

are consistent with transport from provenance similar to 

that of modern Yucca Wash; no terrace form.
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between gullles; surfaces of slopes between gullies 

typically have poorly to moderately well packed surface 

pavement of'.fihe angular gravel that is poorly varnished, 

underlain by a soil that includes a brown cambic to argillic 

B horizon, and stage ii-iii 
carbonate/silica *morphology.  

The predominant sand component is inferred to be of eolian 

origin, but the presence of fine angular gravel in unit e 

and in its surface pavement indicate a substantial 

colluvial, and possibly sheetwash process during 

deposition. Gully exposures show that unit e includes 

multiple buried calcic soils; where best exposed at Busted 

Butte to the south of this map sheet, at least 4 buried 

soils are exposed, and are inferred to be stratigraphically 

above Bishop ash that occurs near the base of the sand ramp 

section (Whitney and others, 1985; Izett and others, 1988).  

U-series disequilibrium analyses of these buried soils 

(Paces and others, 1994) indicates that most of the sand 

was deposited during the middle Pleistocene with relatively 

minor sand deposition and major dissection during the late 

Pleistocene; a buried soil at 3-4 m depth of a maximum 

exposed thickness of 22 m yielded a date of 221 ± 32 ka.  

At trench T4 in southern Midway Valley (Swan and others, 

1993) thermoluminescence dates of 38 ± 5 ka and 73 ± 9 ka 

in depositional units separated by buried soils indicate at 

least 3 m of Late Pleistocene deposition.  

Colluvial deposits 

Colluvial deposits are subdivided on the basis of surface 

characteristics that are more indicative of hillslope position, 

thickness, and origin than of age.  

cf Footslope colluvium and alluvium (Holocene to early 

Pleistocene)--Interbedded colluvial and debris-flow 

diamictons grading to and interbedded with alluvium, 

generally on lower, concave-upward footslopes (Peterson, 

1981) which are typically partially dissected. Angular 

gravel ranging in size from granules to boulders; generally 

supported by a matrix with variable proportions of sand, 

silt, and clay; matrix material inferred to be at least 

partly of eolian origin. Includes debris-flow deposits 

associated with boulder levees adjoining and parallel to 

modern gullies, and probably correlative to units 5-7. As 

exposed in trenches, unit is massive to finely bedded, and 

includes multiple buried soils (Swadley and others, 1984; 

Menges and others, 1994; Wesling and others, 1993), with U

series and TL dates indicating early, middle, and late 

Pleistocene episodes of pedogenesis and eolian deposition 
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desert pavement; on steeper slopes, pavement and rock 

varnish are less well developed. The fine component is 

inferred to be eolian material with increased clay content 

from weathering and pedogenesis. Unit re occurs on gently 

sloping ridgetops of the northern Yucca Mountain area 

within areas where the former caprock unit of the Tiva 

Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuff was mapped by Scott 

and Bonk (1984). Grades to and includes areas of colluvial 

unit cu; the transition to unit cu includes areas of 

imbricated clasts in pavements on steeper slopes.  

Other map units 

d Disturbed area (historic)--Includes drillpads, roads and 

other areas where human activity has removed, buried or 

otherwise obscured the natural surface deposits; based on 

March 1990 airphotos (surface disturbance since March 1990 

is not mapped).  

r volcanic bedrock (Late Miocene)--Felsic lava flows and 

variably welded tuffs that include the Rhyolite of Calico 

Hills, the Paintbrush Group and the former Rhyolite of 

Fortymile Canyon (Lipman and Christiansen, 1965; Scott and 

Bonk, 1984; Warren and others, 1988; Buesch and others, 

1994). These volcanic units underlie all surficial 

deposits, and have outcrops within colluvial units that are 

too small to map separately. Exposed bedrock exposures 

mapped as unit r are typically poorly welded tuff.
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Figure 1 
Yucca Mountain Surficial Deposits Map Area
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